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Investigating Disinformation and Media
Manipulation
Written by: Craig Silverman

Craig Silverman is the media editor of BuzzFeed News, where he leads a global beat covering platforms, online

misinformation and media manipulation. He previously edited the “Veri�cation Handbook” and the “Veri�cation

Handbook for Investigative Reporting,” and is the author of, "Lies, Damn Lies, and Viral Content: How News

Websites Spread (and Debunk) Online Rumors, Unveri�ed Claims and Misinformation."

In December 2019, Twitter user @NickCiarelli shared a video he said showed a dance routine being adopted by

supporters of Michael Bloomberg’s presidential campaign. The video’s lackluster enthusiasm and choreography

immediately helped it rack up retweets and likes, mostly from people who delighted in mocking it. The video

eventually attracted more than 5 million views on Twitter. 

Ciarelli’s Twitter bio said he was an intern for the Bloomberg campaign, and his subsequent tweets included proof

points such as a screenshot of an email from an alleged Bloomberg campaign staffer approving budget for the

video.

But a quick Google search of Ciarelli’s name showed he’s a comedian who has created humor videos in the past.

And that email from a Bloomberg staffer? It was sent by Ciarelli’s frequent comedic partner, Brad Evans. That

information was also just a Google search away.

But in the �rst minutes and hours, some believed the cringeworthy video was an of�cial Bloomberg production.

Maggie Haberman, a prominent New York Times political reporter, tweeted that journalists who covered

Bloomberg’s previous mayoral campaigns had reason to not dismiss it right away:

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/craigsilverman
https://towcenter.columbia.edu/news/lies-damn-lies-and-viral-content-how-news-websites-spread-and-debunk-online-rumors-unverified


Knowledge can take many forms, and in this new digital environment, journalists have to be wary of relying too

much on any given source of information — even if it’s their own �rsthand experience.

Apparently, some reporters who knew Bloomberg and his style of campaigning felt the video could be real. At the

same time, journalists who knew nothing about Bloomberg and chose to judge the video by its source could have

found the correct answer immediately — in this case, simply Googling the name of the man who shared it.

The point isn’t that experience covering Bloomberg is bad. It’s that at any given moment we can be led astray by

what we think we know. And in some cases our base of knowledge and experience can even be a negative. We

can also be fooled by digital signals such as retweets and views, or by efforts to manipulate them.

As the Bloomberg video showed, it takes little effort to create misleading signals like a Twitter bio or a screenshot

of an email that appears to back up the content and claim. These in turn help content go viral. And the more

retweets and likes it racks up, the more those signals will convince some that the video could be real.

Of course, there are far more devious examples than this one. Unlike Ciarelli, the people behind information

operations and disinformation campaigns rarely reveal the ruse. But this case study shows how confusing and

frustrating it is for everyone, journalists included, to navigate an information environment �lled with easily

manipulated signals of quality and trust.

Trust is the foundation of society. It informs and lubricates all transactions and is key to human connection and

relationships. But it’s dangerous to operate with default trust in our digital environment.

If your default is to trust that the Twitter accounts retweeting a video are all amplifying it organically, you will get

gamed. If you trust that the reviews on a product are all from real customers, you’ll waste your money. If you trust

that every news article in your news feed represent an unbiased collection of what you most need to see, you will

end up misinformed. 

This reality is important for every person to recognize, but it’s essential for journalists. We are being targeted by

coordinated and well-funded campaigns to capture our attention, trick us into amplifying messages, and bend us

to the will of states and other powerful forces.



The good news is this creates an opportunity — and imperative — for investigation.

This handbook draws on the knowledge and experience of top journalists and researchers to provide guidance on

how to execute investigations of digital media manipulation, disinformation and information operations. 

We are operating in a complex and rapidly evolving information ecosystem. It requires an equally evolving

approach built on testing our assumptions, tracking and anticipating adversaries, and applying the best of open-

source investigation and traditional reporting techniques. The vulnerabilities in our digital and data-driven world

require journalists to question and scrutinize every aspect of it and apply our skills to help guide the public to

accurate, trustworthy information. It also requires journalists to think about how we can unwittingly give oxygen to

bad actors and campaigns designed to exploit us, and rush to point �ngers at state actors when the evidence

does not support it.

The goal of this handbook is to equip journalists with the skills and techniques needed to do this work effectively

and responsibly. It also offers basic grounding in the theory, context and mindset that enable journalists to deliver

work of high quality that informs the public, exposes bad actors, and helps improve our information environment.

But the �rst thing to understand is that hands-on knowledge and tools are useless unless you approach this work

with the right mindset. 

This means understanding that everything in the digital environment can be gamed and manipulated, and to

recognize the wide variety of people and entities with incentive to do so. The beauty of this environment is that

there is often, though not always, a trail of data, interactions, connections and other digital breadcrumbs to follow.

And much of it can be publicly available if you know where and how to look.

Investigating the digital means taking nothing at face value. It means understanding that things which appear to

be quanti�able and data-driven — likes, shares, retweets, traf�c, product reviews, advertising clicks — are easily

and often manipulated. It means recognizing that journalists are a key focus of media manipulation and

information operations, both in terms of being targeted and attacked, as well as being seen as a key channel to

spread mis- and disinformation. And it means equipping yourself and your colleagues with the mindset,

techniques and tools necessary to ensure that you’re offering trusted, accurate information — and not amplifying

falsehoods, manipulated content or troll campaigns.

At the core of the mindset is the digital investigation paradox: By trusting nothing at �rst, we can engage in work

that reveals what we should and should not trust. And it enables us to produce work that the communities we

serve are willing and able to trust.

Along with that, there are some fundamentals that you will see emphasized repeatedly in chapters and case

studies:

Think like an adversary. Each new feature of a platform or digital service can be exploited in some way. It’s

critical to put yourself in the shoes of someone looking to manipulate the environment for ideological, political,

�nancial or other reasons. When you look at digital content and messages, you should consider the

motivations driving its creation and propagation. It’s also essential to stay abreast of the latest techniques

being used by bad actors, digital marketers and others whose livelihood relies on �nding new ways to gain

attention and earn revenue the digital environment.

Focus on actors, content, behavior and networks. The goal is to analyze the actors, content and behavior

and how they are to document how they might be working in unison as a network. By comparing and

contrasting these four things with each other, you can begin to understand what you’re seeing. As you’ll see in

multiple chapters and case studies, a fundamental approach is to start with one piece of content or an entity



such as a website and pivot on it to identify a larger network through behavior and other connections. This

can involve examining the �ow of content and actors across platforms, and occasionally into different

languages. 

Monitor and collect. The best way to identify media manipulation and disinformation is to look for it all the

time. Ongoing monitoring and tracking of known actors, topics and communities of interest is essential. Keep

and organize what you �nd, whether in spreadsheets, screenshot folders or by using paid tools like Hunchly. 

Be careful with attribution. It’s sometimes impossible to say exactly who’s behind a particular account, piece

of content, or a larger information operation. One reason is that actors with different motives can behave in

similar ways, and produce or amplify the same kind of content. Even the platforms themselves — which have

far better access to data and more resources — make attribution mistakes. The most successful and

compelling evidence usually combines digital proof with information from inside sources — an ideal mix of

online and traditional investigative work. That’s becoming even more dif�cult as state actors and others evolve

and �nd new ways to hide their �ngerprints. Attribution is dif�cult; getting it wrong will undermine all of the

careful work that led up to it.

Finally, a note on the two handbooks that preceded this edition. This work builds on the foundations of the �rst

edition of the Veri�cation Handbook and the Veri�cation Handbook for Investigative Reporting. Each offers

fundamental skills for monitoring social media, verifying images, video and social media accounts, and using

search engines to identify people, companies and other entities.

Many of the chapters and case studies in this handbook are written with the assumption that readers possess the

basic knowledge laid out in these previous publications, particularly the �rst handbook. If you are struggling to

follow along, I encourage you to start with the �rst handbook.

Now, let’s get to work.



The Age of Information Disorder
Written by: Claire Wardle

Claire Wardle leads the strategic direction and research for First Draft, a global nonpro�t that supports journalists,

academics and technologists working to address challenges relating to trust and truth in the digital age. She has

been a Fellow at the Shorenstein Center for Media, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard's Kennedy School, the

Research Director at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism

and head of social media for UNHR, the United Nations Refugee Agency.

As we all know, lies, rumors and propaganda are not new concepts. Humans have always had the ability to be

deceptive, and there are some glorious historical examples of times when fabricated content was used to mislead

the public, destabilize governments or send stock markets soaring. What’s new now is the ease with which

anyone can create compelling false and misleading content, and the speed with which that content can ricochet

around the world.

We’ve always understood that there was complexity in deception. One size does not �t all. For example, a white lie

told to keep the peace during a family argument is not the same as a misleading statement by a politician trying to

win over more voters. A state-sponsored propaganda campaign is not the same as a conspiracy about the moon

landing.

Unfortunately, over the past few years, anything that might fall into the categories described here has been

labeled “fake news,” a simple term that has taken off globally, often with no need for translation.

I say unfortunate, because it is woefully inadequate to describe the complexity we’re seeing. Most content that is

deceptive in some way does not even masquerade as news. It is memes, videos, images or coordinated activity on

Twitter, YouTube, Facebook or Instagram. And most of it isn’t fake; it’s misleading or, more frequently, genuine, but

used out of context.

The most impactful disinformation is that which has a kernel of truth to it: taking something that is true and

mislabeling it, or sharing something as new when actually it’s three years old.

Perhaps most problematic is that the term fake news has been weaponized, mostly by politicians and their

supporters to attack the professional news media around the world.

My frustration at the phrase led me to coin the term “information disorder” with my co-author Hossein

Derakhshan. We wrote a report in 2017 entitled “Information Disorder,” and explored the challenges of the

terminology that exists on this topic. In this chapter, I will explain some of the key de�nitional aspects to

understanding this subject, and critically talking about it.

7 Types of Information Disorder

Back in 2017, I created the following typology to underscore the different types of information disorder that exist.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/cward1e
https://www.thesocialhistorian.com/fake-news/


Satire/Parody

Understandably, many people have pushed back against my including satire in this typology, and I certainly

struggled with including this category. But unfortunately, agents of disinformation deliberately label content as

satire to ensure that it will not be “fact-checked,” and as a way of excusing any harm that comes from the content.

In an informational ecosystem, where context and cues, or mental shortcuts (heuristics) have been stripped away,

satirical content is more likely to confuse the reader. An American might know that The Onion is a satirical site, but

did you know that, according to Wikipedia, there are 57 satirical news websites globally? If you don’t know the

website is satirical, and it’s speeding past you on a Facebook feed, it’s easy to be fooled.

Recently, Facebook took the decision not to fact-check satire, but those who work in this space know how the

satire label is used as a deliberate ploy. In fact, in August 2019, the U.S. debunking organization Snopes wrote a

piece about why they fact-check satire. Content purporting to be satire will evade the fact-checkers, and

frequently over time, the original context gets lost: people share and re-share not realizing the content is satire

and believing that it is true. 

False Connection

This is old-fashioned clickbait: the technique of making claims about content via a sensational headline, only to �nd

the headline is horribly disconnected from the actual article or piece of content. While it’s easy for the news media

to think about the problem of disinformation as being caused by bad actors, I argue that it’s important to recognize

that poor practices within journalism add to the challenges of information disorder.

Misleading Content

This is something that has always been a problem in journalism and politics. Whether it’s the selection of a partial

segment from a quote, creating statistics that support a particular claim but don’t take into account how the data

set was created, or cropping a photo to frame an event in a particular way, these types of misleading practices

are certainly not new.

False Context

https://newslit.org/updates/facebook-satire-and-fact-checking/
https://www.snopes.com/notes/why-we-include-humor-and-satire-in-snopes-com/


This is the category where we see the most content: It almost always occurs when genuine imagery is re-shared

as new. It often happens during a breaking news event when old imagery is re-shared, but it also happens when

old news articles are re-shared as new, when the headline still potentially �ts with contemporary events.

Imposter Content

This is when the logo of a well-known brand or name is used alongside false content. This tactic is strategic

because it plays on the importance of heuristics. One of the most powerful ways we judge content is if it has been

created by an organization or person that we already trust. So by taking a trusted news organization’s logo and

adding it to a photo or a video, you’re automatically increasing the chance that people will trust the content

without checking.

Manipulated Content

This is when genuine content is tampered with or doctored in some way. The video of Nancy Pelosi from May

2019 is an example of this. The Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives was �lmed giving a speech. Just a

few hours later, a video emerged of her speaking that made her sound drunk. The video had been slowed down,

and by doing so, it made it appear like she was slurring her words. This is a powerful tactic, because it’s based on

genuine footage. If people know she gave that speech with that backdrop, it makes them more trusting of the

output.

Fabricated Content

This category is for when content is 100% fabricated. This might be making a completely new fake social media

account and spreading new content from it. This category includes deepfakes, where arti�cial intelligence is used

to manufacture a video or audio �le in which someone is made to say or do something that they never did.

Understanding Intent and Motivation

These types are useful for explaining the complexity of the polluted information environment, but it doesn’t tackle

the question of intent. This is a crucial part of understanding this phenomenon.

To do that, Derakhshan and I created this Venn diagram as a way of explaining the difference between

misinformation, disinformation and a third term we created, malinformation. Misinformation and disinformation are

both examples of false content. But disinformation is created and shared by people who hope to do harm, whether

that’s �nancial, reputational, political or physical harm. Misinformation is also false, but people who share the

content don’t realize it’s false. This is often the case during breaking news events when people share rumors or old

photos not realizing that they’re not connected to the events.

Malinformation is genuine information, but the people who share it are trying to cause harm. The leaking of Hillary

Clinton’s emails during the 2016 U.S. presidential election is an example of that. So is sharing revenge porn.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?next_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Ftechnology%2F2019%2F05%2F23%2Ffaked-pelosi-videos-slowed-make-her-appear-drunk-spread-across-social-media%2F
https://edition.cnn.com/videos/business/2019/02/01/deepfakes-interactive-what-is-a-deepfake-intro-orig.cnn


These terms matter, as intent is part of how we should understand a particular piece of information. There are

three main motivations for creating false and misleading content. The �rst is political, whether foreign or domestic

politics. It might be a case of a foreign government’s attempting to interfere with the election of another country. It

might be domestic, where one campaign engages in “dirty” tactics to smear their opponent. The second is

�nancial. It is possible to make money from advertising on your site. If you have a sensational, false article with a

hyperbolic headline, as long as you can get people to click on your URL, you can make money. People on both sides

of the political spectrum have talked about how they created fabricated “news” sites to drive clicks and therefore

revenue. Finally, there are social and psychological factors. Some people are motivated simply by the desire to

cause trouble and to see what they can get away with; to see if they can fool journalists, to create an event on

Facebook that drives people out on the streets to protest, to bully and harass women. Others end up sharing

misinformation, for no other reason than their desire to present a particular identity. For example, someone who

says, “I don’t care if this isn’t true, I just want to underline to my friends on Facebook, how much I hate [insert

candidate name].”

The Trumpet of Ampli�cation

To truly understand this wider ecosystem, we need to see how intertwined it all is. Too often, someone sees a

piece of misleading or false content somewhere, and believes it was created there. Unfortunately, those who are

most effective when it comes to disinformation understand how to take advantage of its fragmented nature.

Remember also, that if rumors, conspiracies or false content weren’t shared, they would do no harm. It’s the

sharing that is so damaging. I therefore created this image, which I call the Trumpet of Ampli�cation, as a way of

describing how agents of disinformation use coordination to move information through the ecosystem. 

https://choice.npr.org/index.html?origin=https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/11/23/503146770/npr-finds-the-head-of-a-covert-fake-news-operation-in-the-suburbs?t=1578235215369


Too often, content is posted in spaces like 4Chan or Discord (an app used by gamers to communicate). These

spaces are anonymous and allow people to post without recourse. Often these spaces are used to share speci�c

details about coordination, such as "we’re going to try to get this particular hashtag to trend,” or “use this meme to

respond to today’s events on Facebook.”

The coordination often then moves into large Twitter DM groups or WhatsApp groups, where nodes within a

network spread content to a wider group of people. It might then move into communities on sites like Gab, Reddit

or YouTube. From there, the content will often be shared into more mainstream sites like Facebook, Instagram or

Twitter.

From there, it will often get picked up by the professional media, either because they don’t realize the provenance

of the content and decide to use it in their reporting, without suf�cient checks, or they decide to debunk the

content. Either way, the agents of disinformation see it as a success. Poor headlines where the rumor or

misleading claim is reported, or debunks where the false content is embedded in the story, play into the original

plan: to drive ampli�cation, to fan the rumor with oxygen.

At First Draft, we talk about the concept of the tipping point. For journalists, reporting on falsehoods too early

provides additional and potentially damaging oxygen to a rumor. Reporting too late means it has taken hold and

there is little that can be done. Working out that tipping point is challenging. It differs by location, topic and

platform.

Conclusion

Language matters. This phenomenon is complex and the words we use makes a difference. We already have

academic research that shows that increasingly audiences equate the description “fake news” with poor reporting

practices from the professional media.

Describing everything as disinformation, when it might not actually be false content, or is being shared

unknowingly by people who don’t think is false, are other crucial elements of understanding what is happening.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15205436.2018.1511807


We live in an age of information disorder. It is creating new challenges for journalists, researchers and information

professionals. To report or not to report? How to word headlines? How to debunk videos and images effectively?

How to know when to debunk? How does one measure the tipping point? They are all new challenges that exist

today for those working in the information environment. It’s complicated.



The Lifecycle of Media Manipulation
Written by: Joan Donovan

Dr. Joan Donovan is the Research Director at Harvard Kennedy’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public

Policy

In an age where a handful of powerful global tech platforms have disrupted the traditional means by which

society is informed, media manipulation and disinformation campaigns now challenge all political and social

institutions. Hoaxes and fabrications are propagated by a mixed group of political operatives, brands, social

movements and unaf�liated “trolls” who have developed and re�ned new techniques to in�uence public

conversation, wreaking havoc on a local, national and global scale. There’s widespread agreement that media

manipulation and disinformation are important problems facing society. But de�ning, detecting, documenting and

debunking disinformation and media manipulation remains dif�cult, especially as attacks cross professional

sectors such as journalism, law and technology. Therefore, understanding media manipulation as a patterned

activity is an essential �rst step in working to investigate, expose and mitigate them.

De�ning media manipulation and disinformation

To de�ne media manipulation, we �rst split the term in two parts. In its most general form, media is an artifact of

communication. Examples include text, images, audio and video in material and digital mediums. When studying

media, any relic can be used as recorded evidence of an event. Crucially, media is created by individuals for the

purpose of communicating. In this way, media conveys some meaning across individuals, but interpreting that

meaning is always relational and situated within a context of distribution.

To claim media is manipulated is to go beyond simply saying that media is fashioned by individuals to transmit

some intended meaning. The Merriam-Webster dictionary de�nes manipulation as “to change by artful or unfair

means so as to serve one’s purpose.” While it can sometimes be dif�cult to know the exact purpose a single

artifact was created to serve, investigators can determine the who, what, where and how of its communication to

help determine if manipulative tactics were used as part of the distribution process. Manipulation tactics can

include cloaking one’s identity or the source of the artifact, editing to conceal or change the meaning or context of

an artifact, and tricking algorithms by using arti�cial coordination, such as bots or spamming tools.

In this context, disinformation is a subgenre of media manipulation, and refers to the creation and distribution of

intentionally false information for political ends. Technologists, experts, academics, journalists and policymakers

must agree on the distinctive category of disinformation because efforts to �ght against disinformation require the

cooperation of these groups.

For our part, the Technology and Social Change research team (TaSC) at Harvard Kennedy School’s Shorenstein

Center is using a case study approach to map the life cycle of media manipulation campaigns. This methodological

approach seeks to analyze the order, scale and scope of manipulation campaigns by following media artifacts

through space and time, drawing together multiple relationships to sort through the tangled mess. As part of this

work, we’ve developed an overview of the life cycle of a media manipulation campaign, which is useful for

journalists as they attempt to identify, track and expose media manipulation and disinformation.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/joandonovan
https://shorensteincenter.org/about-us/areas-of-focus/technology-social-change/


Life Cycle of a Media Manipulation Campaign

The life cycle has �ve points of action, where the tactics of media manipulators can be documented using

qualitative and quantitative methods. Note that most manipulation campaigns are not “discovered” in this order.

Instead when researching, look for any one of these points of action and then trace the campaign backward and

forward through the life cycle. 

Case study: ‘Blow the Whistle’

Let’s examine the social media activity around the whistleblower complaint made about the activity of President

Donald Trump related to Ukraine to see how a media manipulation campaign unfolds, and how ethical action by

journalists and platforms early in the life cycle can help thwart manipulation efforts.

Planning and Seeding (Stages 1 & 2) — In the conspiracy theory media ecosystem, the whistleblower’s identity is

already known and his name is circulating on blogs, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube videos and discussion forums.

Importantly, unique names can substitute for keywords and hashtags, which function as discrete searchable data

points. There was a concerted push to spread the alleged name and the person’s photo. Yet, the name seems to

be locked in this online media echo chamber of right-wing and conspiracy accounts and entities. Even with this

coordinated effort by conspiracy-themed in�uencers to push the alleged whistleblower’s name into the

mainstream, they were not able to break out of their own �lter bubbles. Why is that?

Responses by journalists, activists etc. (Stage 3) — In contrast, leftist and centrist media did not print the name of

the alleged whistleblower or amplify claims that he was outed. Mainstream media outlets refrained from calling

attention to the circulation of this person’s name in the social media ecosystem, even though it’s a newsworthy

story for reporters on the tech and politics beat. Those that did cover it often emphasized how the act of

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/14/technology/whistleblower-name-facebook-youtube.html


circulating this name was an attempt to manipulate the discussion around the whistleblower’s complaint, and

avoided spreading the name. This is due in large part to the ethics of journalism, where reporters have a special

duty to protect the anonymity of sources, which extends to whistleblowers.

Changes to information ecosystem (Stage 4) — While mainstream journalists were omitting his name, the alleged

name of the whistleblower, “Eric Ciaramella,” is a unique keyword. This meant that people who searched for it

could pull up a wide variety of content rooted in the conspiracy-in�uenced point of view. In addition to ethical

journalists effectively turning down a story that could attract signi�cant traf�c, each platform company began

actively moderating content that used the alleged whistleblower’s name as a keyword. YouTube and Facebook

removed content that used his name, while Twitter prevented his name from trending. Google’s search did allow

for his name to be queried and returned thousands of links to conspiracy blogs.

Adjustments by manipulators (Stage 5) — Manipulators were aggravated by these attempts to prevent the spread

of misinformation and changed their tactics. Instead of pushing content with the alleged whistleblower's name,

manipulators began circulating images of a different white man (with glasses and a beard) that resembled the

image they previously circulated with his name. These new images were coupled with a “deep state” conspiracy

narrative that the whistleblower was a friend of establishment Democrats, and therefore had partisan motives.

However, this was an image of Alexander Soros, the son of billionaire investor and philanthropist George Soros, a

frequent target of conspiracies.

When that failed to generate media attention, President Trump’s Twitter account, @RealDonaldTrump, retweeted

an article giving the alleged whistleblower’s name, emphasizing that “The CIA whistleblower is not a real

whistleblower!” to his 68 million followers. The original tweet came from @TrumpWarRoom, which is his

campaign’s of�cial and veri�ed account. A cascade of media coverage followed, including many major mainstream

outlets, all of which took pains to remove or cover the alleged whistleblower’s name. Many people called on social

media for the whistleblower to testify in the Senate impeachment hearings, where his name was invoked

alongside other important potential witnesses, broadening the possibility that others will stumble on it when

searching for other names. And thus begins a new cycle of media manipulation.

Queries for the name of the whistleblower are on the rise and conspiracies abound on blogs about his personal

and professional motivations for informing on Trump’s activities. Journalists reporting on these tweets oscillate

between discussions of witness intimidation, citing that an act like this can deter future whistleblowers, while also

tipping into lurid curiosity by reporting on the gossip surrounding Trump’s motive for outing the alleged



whistleblower. As such, it is laudable that some media organizations are trying to hold elites to account, but the

task is impossible without the platform companies’ addressing how their products have become useful political

tools for media manipulation and spreading disinformation.

Documenting the life cycle

Media manipulators attempted to “trade up the chain” by seeding a name and photos on social media in order to

eventually cause large, legitimate media to amplify it, where platforms would allow it to trend and become easily

discoverable. But decisions and actions by platforms and journalists meant the attempt to push the alleged identity

of the whistleblower into mainstream consciousness largely failed until a newsworthy �gure pushed the issue.

While many media organizations strive to abide by ethical guidelines, social media has become a weapon of the

already powerful to set media agendas and drive dangerous conspiracies. 

Generally speaking though, this case study is a signi�cant improvement over prior efforts to stop the spread of

disinformation, where journalists ampli�ed disinformation campaigns as they tried to debunk them, and platform

companies felt no duty to provide accurate information to audiences. This overall shift is promising, but

accountability for elites is still lacking. For journalists and researchers alike, the stakes of detecting, documenting

and debunking media manipulation campaigns are high. In this hyperpartisan moment, any claim to name a

disinformation campaign may also bring hordes of trolls and unwanted attention. Grappling with the content and

the context of disinformation requires us all to forensically document with rigor how campaigns start, change and

end. And to recognize that every perceived ending of a campaign may very well be a new beginning.



1. Investigating Social Media Accounts
Written by: Brandy Zadrozny

Brandy Zadrozny is an investigative reporter for NBC News, where she mostly covers misinformation,

disinformation and extremism on the internet.

Nearly every story I report involves social media sleuthing. From pro�le backgrounding to breaking news to longer

investigations, social media platforms offer some of the best ways to learn about a subject’s real life — their family,

friends, jobs, personal politics and associations — as well as a window into secret thoughts and hidden online

identities.

It’s an incredible time to be a journalist; people increasingly live their lives online and tools to �nd and search a

subject’s social pro�les are ubiquitous. At the same time, both normal folks and bad actors are getting smarter

about hiding their tracks. Meanwhile, social media platforms like Facebook have reacted to negative press about

privacy breaches and harmful ideologies spread on their platform by closing down the tools that journalists and

researchers have become reliant on to uncover stories and identify people.

In the following chapter I’ll show some core approaches for investigating social accounts. The tools are the ones

currently in my rotation, but before long they’ll be killed by Facebook or replaced by something better. The

reporters who are best at this work have their own processes and gadgets to get there, but really, as in any brand

of reporting, obsession and (virtual) shoe leather yield the best results. Be prepared to read thousands of tweets,

click until the end of the Google results, and dive down a social media rabbit hole if you want to collect the tiny

biographical clues that will help you answer the question, “Who is this?”

Usernames

A username is sometimes all we have, which is �ne, because it’s almost always where we start. Such was the

case of a then-New Hampshire Republican state representative who built one of Reddit’s most popular and odious

men’s communities. The investigation behind the unmasking of the architect of Reddit’s The Red Pill, now a

quarantined community, started with the username “pk_atheist.” 

Some people hold on to usernames, using them with minimal variations, across various platforms and email

providers. The more security-focused, like the New Hampshire state representative, create and ditch usernames

with each new endeavor.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/brandyzadrozny


Whatever the case, there are a few sites that you should feed the username you’re searching into.

First, I plug the username into Google. People — especially younger ones who eschew the larger social platforms

— tend to leave a trail even in more unexpected places, including comment sections, reviews and forums, that can

lead you to information and other accounts.

Along with a Google search, use proprietary services. They cost money and depending on your newsroom’s

budget, you may or may not have access. Most shops have Nexis, which is great for public records and court

documents but sadly lacking in the email/username department. It’s also useful for researching people only in the

United States. Pipl and Skopenow are among the best tools I’ve found for cross referencing “real world”

information like phone numbers and property records with online records like emails and usernames, and both

work globally. These paid search engines often provide phone and property records, but they can also identify

Facebook and LinkedIn pro�les that remain even after an account has been closed. They also connect accounts

that people have largely forgotten about, such as old blogs and even Amazon wish lists — a gold mine for learning

about what a person reads, buys and wants. You also get a lot of false positives with these, so I tend to start my

investigation with their results and continue with other means of veri�cation.

When I �nd a username or email I think might belong to my subject, I plug it into an online tool like namechk or

namecheckr that looks for username availability across multiple platforms. These tools are designed to be an easy

way for marketers to see if a given username they’re planning to register is available across platforms. But they’re

also useful for checking whether a username you’re investigating also exists elsewhere. Obviously, just because a

username has been registered on multiple platforms doesn’t mean these accounts all belong to the same person.

But it’s a great starting point to looking across platforms.

https://pipl.com/
https://www.skopenow.com/
https://namechk.com/
https://www.namecheckr.com/


For further username checking, there’s haveibeenpwned.com and Dehashed.com, which search data breaches for

user information and can be a quick way to validate an email address and provide new leads.

Photos

A username isn’t always enough to go on, and nothing persuades like a picture. Pro�le photos are another way to

verify the identity of a person across different accounts. 

Google’s reverse image search is �ne, but often other search engines — especially Russia’s Yandex — may deliver

better results. I use the Reveye Chrome extension, which allows me to right click on an image and search for its

match across multiple platforms including Google, Bing, Yandex and Tineye. The Search by Image extension also

has a neat capture function that allows you to search from an image within an image.

https://haveibeenpwned.com/
https://www.dehashed.com/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/reveye-reverse-image-sear/keaaclcjhehbbapnphnmpiklalfhelgf?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/search-by-image/cnojnbdhbhnkbcieeekonklommdnndci?hl=en


There are problems with reverse image searching, of course. The search engines referenced above do a poor job

�nding images across Twitter and are all but useless for turning up results from sites like Instagram and Facebook.

What I’m most often looking at are different images of people. I can’t count how many times I’ve squinted at my

monitor and asked my colleagues, “Is this the same person?”

I just don’t trust my eyes. Identifying characteristics across photos like moles or facial hair or features is helpful;

lately, I also like to check it with a facial recognition tool like Face++, which allows you to upload two photos and

then gives a probability that those belong to the same person. In these examples, the tool was able to positively

identify me in photos 10 years apart. It also identi�ed my colleague Ben across social media pro�le pics on Twitter

and Facebook while correctly noting that he is not, in fact, Ben Stiller.

https://www.faceplusplus.com/


If you’re chasing trolls or scammers, you might �nd they’ve put more effort into obscuring their pro�le photo, or

they may use fake photos. That’s when editing the photo and �ipping it might help reverse engineer their process.

It’s not just pro�le photos that can be signposts, however. As people become more aware of and concerned with

their own privacy and that of their family, they’re still inclined to share photos of things they’re proud of. I’ve

identi�ed people by connecting photos of things like cars, homes or pets. In this sense, photos become a means to

connect accounts and the people behind them to one another, enabling you to build out the network around your

target. This is a core practice when investigating social media accounts.

For example, we were looking to con�rm the social accounts of a man who shot and killed nine people outside of a

bar in Dayton, Ohio. His Twitter account offered clues to his political ideology but his handle, @iamthespookster,

was unique and didn’t resemble his real name, which had been released by authorities. The fact that one of his

victims was his sibling, a transgender man whose name was not in public records and hadn’t come out to the

wider world yet, further complicated identifying the key �gures. But throughout his and his family’s pro�les were

pictures of a dog, a pet that appeared as the banner image of his transgender brother’s unreported account.



The dog wasn’t the only helpful detail in the previous image. That image came from the Ohio shooter’s father, and

helped us verify his personal accounts and those belonging to his family.



If you have an account on Facebook or Twitter, I can probably tell you the day you were born, even if you don’t

share it on your pro�le or post about it yourself. Since a date of birth is often one of the �rst identifying pieces of

police-provided information in breaking news situations, a reliable way to verify a social media account is by

scrolling to the month and day in question on a suspected account and looking out for birthday wishes. Even if

their own pages are empty, often moms and dads (like Connor Betts’ above) will post about their children’s

birthdays.

The same is true for Twitter, because who doesn’t love a birthday?

But it’s even easier to �nd an identifying post on Twitter, because its advanced search tool is among the best

offered by social platforms. Although I rarely announce my birthday, if ever, I was able to �nd a birthday tweet

from a loving colleague who outed me.

https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en


Birthdays are just one example. Weddings, funerals, holidays, anniversaries, graduations — nearly every major life

marker is celebrated on social media. These provide an opening for searching and investigating an account.

You can search for these keywords and by other �lters with Facebook search tools. They don’t get as much

mileage as they did before the platform’s pivot to privacy, but they exist. One of my favorites is

whopostedwhat.com.

Relationships

You can judge a person by the company they keep on social media. We can tell a lot about a person’s life and

leanings by examining the people with whom they interact online. 

When I �rst joined Twitter, I made my husband and best friend sign up too, just so they could follow me. I think

about that when I’m looking into accounts for work. The platforms don’t want you to be alone, either, so when you

�rst open an account, an algorithm powers up. In�uenced by the contacts list in your phone, your appearance in

the contact lists of existing accounts, your location and other factors, a platform will suggest accounts to follow.

Because of that truth, it’s always illuminating to look at an account’s earliest followers and friends. TweetBeaver is

a good tool for investigating the connections between large accounts and for downloading things like timelines

and favorites of smaller accounts. For larger datasets, I rely on a developer with API access.

Let’s take The Columbia Bugle, a popular far-right anonymous Twitter account that boasts that it was retweeted

twice by Donald Trump’s account.

https://www.whopostedwhat.com/
https://tweetbeaver.com/


The earliest follows of Max Delarge, an account claiming to be the editor of The Columbia Bugle, are San Diego-

speci�c news sources and San Diego-speci�c sports accounts. Since many of Columbia Bugle’s tweets include

videos from San Diego Trump rallies and events at the University of California, San Diego, we can be fairly

con�dent that the person behind the account lives near San Diego.



With a new investigation, I like to start at the beginning of someone’s Twitter history and work forward in time.

You can get there by hand, with an assist from an autoscroller chrome extension, or you can use Twitter’s

advanced search to limit the time frame to the �rst few months of an account’s existence.



Curiously, the �rst six months of this account shows zero tweets.

This suggests that the person behind The Columbia Bugle might have deleted his earlier tweets. To �nd out why

that might be, I can tweak my search. Instead of tweets from the account I’ll look for any tweets mentioning The

Columbia Bugle.



These conversations con�rm that ColumbiaBugle erased its �rst year of tweets, but doesn’t tell us why and the

�rst accounts that the account interacted with don’t offer many clues.

To �nd recently deleted tweets, you can search Google’s cache; older deleted tweets can also sometimes be

accessed in the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine or another archive. The manual archive site archive.is turns

up several deleted tweets from where ColumbiaBugle participated in an event where college students wrote pro-

Trump messages on their campuses. To see all the tweets someone may have archived from that account, as I did

to �nd this tweet, you can search by URL pre�x, using an asterisk after the account name like this:



It’s rare for someone to successfully keep their real life separate from their online activities. For example, my NBC

News colleague and I told the story of 2016’s most viral — and misleading — Election Day voter fraud claim, with

an assist from a neighborhood acquaintance of the far-right troll who tweeted it.

Though the tweet originated with a man known to his followers as @lordaedonis, people from his actual

neighborhood had responded to past tweets with his real name, which we included in a pro�le of an attention-

hungry entrepreneur whose tweet was spread by a Kremlin-backed Twitter account, and eventually seen by

millions and promoted by the soon-to-be president.

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/how-right-wing-troll-russian-twitter-account-created-2016-s-n925711


My favorite kind of stories are those that reveal the real people behind in�uential, anonymous social media

accounts. These secret accounts are less reliant on the algorithm, and more carefully crafted to be an escape from

public life. They allow someone to keep tabs on and communicate with family and friends apart from their public

account, or to communicate the ideas and opinions that for personal or political reasons, they dare not say out

loud.

Journalist Ashley Feinberg is the fairy godmother of these kind of juicy stories, ones that unmask the alt accounts

of prominent �gures like James Comey or Mitt Romney. Her secret was simply a matter of �nding smaller accounts

of family members that Comey and Romney would naturally want to follow, and then scrolling through them until

she found an account that seemed inauthentic but whose content and friends/followers network matched that of

these real people.

Be wary of fake accounts

Each platform has its own personality, search capabilities and usefulness in different news situations. But a word

of caution with social media accounts: The same rule of trust but verify applies. Groups of people revel in tricking

journalists. Especially in breaking news situations, fake accounts will always be born, many with ominous or

threatening posts meant to attract reporters. This fake Instagram account used the name of a mass shooter and

was created after a shooting at Saugus High School in California. It gained attention via screenshots on Twitter,

but BuzzFeed News later revealed it did not belong to the shooter.

Con�rming a social account with the subject, family and friends, law enforcement and/or social media PR are ways

to protect yourself from being duped.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/claudiakoerner/instagram-account-california-school-shooting-fake


Finally, and perhaps the most important note: There’s no one right order in which to complete these steps. Often,

I’m led down rabbit holes and have more tabs open than I’m proud of. Creating a system that you can replicate —

whether it’s tracking your steps in a Google doc or letting a paid tool like Hunchly monitor as you search — is the

key to clarifying connections between people and the lives they lead online, and turning those conclusions into

stories.



1a. Case Study: How investigating a set of
Facebook accounts revealed a coordinated effort
to spread propaganda in the Philippines
Written by: Vernise Tantuco

and Gemma Bagayaua-Mendoza

A professional journalist for roughly 20 years, Gemma Bagayaua-Mendoza is the head of research and strategy

at Rappler. She leads the fact-check unit as well as Rappler's research into online disinformation and

misinformation.

Vernise Tantuco is a member of Rappler's research team, where she works on fact checks and studies

disinformation networks in the Philippines.

In the fall of 2016, John Victorino, an investment analyst, sent Rappler a list of what he said was 26 suspicious

Facebook accounts from the Philippines. We began investigating and monitoring the accounts, and quickly found

the details listed in their pro�les were false. Over the course of weeks of investigation, these 26 accounts led us to

uncover a much more extensive network of pages, groups and accounts.

These accounts, along with a set of pages and groups they were connected to, were eventually removed by

Facebook. They also inspired Rappler to create Sharktank, a tool for monitoring how information �ows on

Facebook. That work formed the basis of a series of investigative stories about how propaganda and information

operations on Facebook affect democracy in the Philippines. The series included an investigation into the activities

of the 26 fake accounts, and kicked off our continued coverage of how Facebook has been weaponized in the

Philippines to spread political disinformation, harass people and undermine democracy in the country.

This case study examines how we investigated the original 26 accounts and used them to uncover much larger

networks.

Verifying identities, exposing sockpuppets

Our �rst step in investigating the set of accounts was to try to verify if they were connected to real people. This

part required good old fashioned fact-checking and began with our creating spreadsheets to track details related

to the accounts, including the personal details they listed, the pages they liked and other information. 

For example, Facebook user Mutya Bautista described herself as a “software analyst” at ABS-CBN, the Philippines’

largest television network. Rappler checked with ABS-CBN, who con�rmed that she did not work for them.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/verntantuco
https://www.rappler.com/nation/148007-propaganda-war-weaponizing-internet


Using reverse image search tools, we found that many of 26 accounts used pro�le photos of celebrities or

personalities.

Bautista, for example, used a picture of Im Yoona of the Korean pop group Girl’s Generation. The Lily Lopez

account, shown below, used the image of Korean actress Kim Sa-rang.

Another account, Luvimin Cancio, used an image from softcorecams.com, a porn site, as its pro�le photo. We

identi�ed this website as the source of the photo through the reverse image search tool TinEye. 

https://channel-korea.com/all-about-snsd-yoona/
https://channel-korea.com/kim-sarang-profile/


The accounts also used similar cover photos on their pro�les. Below, the cover photo of the account of Jasmin De

La Torre is the same as that of Lily Lopez.

We also noticed one curious thing about the 26 accounts: These users had more groups than friends.

This was unusual because, in the Philippines, most people have friends and family abroad. Facebook basically

serves as the communication channel through which people keep in touch with family and friends. So they tend to

have many friends as opposed to being members of a huge number of groups.

Bautista’s friends list, which was public at the time, showed she had only 17 friends. In fact, each of the 26

accounts that we identi�ed each had fewer than 50 friends when we discovered them in 2016.

Bautista however, was a member of over a hundred groups, including groups campaigning for then-vice

presidential candidate Ferdinand Marcos Jr., a number of communities of Filipinos overseas, as well as buy and sell

groups, each with members ranging from tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands. Altogether, these groups

have over 2.3 million members on Facebook. Below is a list of some of the biggest groups, including their follower

counts. Also included is a list of the posts Bautista made to these groups. 



By combining all of these observations and associated data, we concluded that the accounts were sockpuppets:

�ctional identities created to bolster a particular point of view.

Pro-Marcos network

We could see from the dates associated with the �rst pro�le photos and early posts of these 26 accounts that they

appeared to have been created in the last quarter of 2015, leading up to the May 2016 elections. We also found

that they consistently promoted content that denied the widely documented martial law abuses that took place in

the 1970s under the Marcos regime. The accounts also attacked the rivals of the former dictator’s son, vice

presidential candidate Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos Jr.

In the example below, user Mutya Bautista shared a now-debunked claim that Bongbong’s rival — then-newly

proclaimed vice president Leni Robredo — was previously married to an activist before she married her second

husband, the late Interior and local government secretary Jesse Robredo. Bautista posted the story headlined

“Leni Robredo was married to an anti-Marcos teen before she met Jesse?” to the group “Pro Bongbong Marcos

International Power,” with the comment: “Kaya ganun na lamang ang pamemersonal kay [Bongbong Marcos],

may root cause pala.” (“That’s why it’s personal against [Bongbong Marcos], there’s a root cause.”)

Another suspicious account with the name Raden Alfaro Payas shared the same article to the group “Bongbong

Marcos loyalist Facebook warriors” with the exact same caption — word for word, down to the last punctuation

mark — on the same day.

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/feb/23/troll-steven-poole-word-of-week
https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/182828-marcos-dictatorship-martial-law-youth-leaders-killed


Fake accounts are often used to spam groups with links, and you can sometimes catch them reusing the same text

when they do it. At the time, it was possible to use Facebook Graph search to look at the public posts of users in

groups. However, Facebook closed off many Graph search features in 2019, including this function. As a result, it’s

now necessary to go into groups and search to see what speci�c users have been sharing.

Connected websites

By analyzing what content the accounts shared, we were able to see that the 26 sockpuppets were promoting the

same websites: Okay Dito (OKD2.com), Ask Philippines (askphilippines.com) and why0why.com, among others. 

OKD2.com has published a number of hoaxes and other propaganda material favoring the Marcos family and

President Rodrigo Duterte. It now masquerades as a classi�ed ads site. But in September 2016 we found that

content from the site was shared 11,900 times on Facebook, thanks in part to the sockpuppets.

Through these websites, Rappler eventually traced the potential puppet master of the 26 accounts: someone

named Raden Alfaro Payas.

Tracking the puppeteers

Like many sites that Rappler monitors, OKD2.com’s current domain registration records are private. The site also

does not disclose its authors or owners, and has no contact information other than a web form.

Fortunately, we were able to use historical domain records to identify a person associated with the site. Using

domaintools.com, we could see that as of July 2015, OKD2.com was registered in the name of one Raden Payas, a

resident of Tanauan City, Batangas. We also found that OKD2.com shared the same Google AdSense ID as other

websites, such as askphilippines.com and why0why.com, that the 26 accounts were sharing. We identi�ed the

AdSense IDs on these sites by viewing the source code of pages on them and looking for a series of numbers that

began with the letters “ca-pub-.” Each Google AdSense account is given a unique ID that begins with “ca-pub-,”

and each page of a site that is linked to an account will have this code on it.

Along with the domain record, we also saw that one of the 26 accounts was called Raden Alfaro Payas

(Unof�cial). We also found another account in his name with the username “realradenpayas,” which interacted

with some of the sockpuppets.

For example, he commented on a post from Luvimin Cancio that linked to a story denying the martial law atrocities

under Marcos. The “real” Payas account said he was in high school during the martial law years and he “never

heard” of anybody being killed or tortured.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-graph-search-war-crimes
https://web.archive.org/web/20190208120139/http://www.okd2.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20190512014442/https://www.okd2.com/


Jump-starting the Sharktank

These 26 fake accounts and their reach inspired Rappler to create its Sharktank database and automate data

collection from public Facebook groups and pages. As of August 2019, Rappler has tracked roughly 40,000 pages

with millions of followers.

What began as an investigation into a set of suspicious accounts turned into a continuing study of a network of

thousands of fake and real accounts, groups and pages that spread disinformation and propaganda, distorting

and politics and weakening the democracy of a nation.



1b. Case Study: How we proved that the biggest
Black Lives Matter page on Facebook was fake
Written by Donie O'Sullivan

Donie O’Sullivan is a CNN reporter covering the intersection of technology and politics. He is part of the CNN

Business team and works closely with CNN's investigative unit tracking and identifying online disinformation

campaigns targeting the American electorate.

In the summer and fall of 2017, as the world began learning the details of Russia’s expansive effort to in�uence

American voters through social media, it became clear that African Americans and the Black Lives Matter

movement were among the main targets of the Kremlin’s campaign to sow division.

My colleagues at CNN and I spent months reporting how Russia had been behind some of the biggest Black Lives

Matter (BLM) accounts on social media. As I spoke to BLM activists, I would sometimes be asked, “Do you know

who runs the biggest Black Lives Matter page on Facebook?”

Incredibly, no one — including the most prominent BLM activists in the country and organizers on the ground —

knew the answer. Some had understandably suspected the page might be run from Russia. But our investigation

found it wasn’t Russian, or American — it was run by a white man in Australia.

The page, simply titled “Black Lives Matter,” looked legitimate. As of April 2018 it had almost 700,000 followers. It

consistently shared links to stories about police brutality and inequality; it ran online fundraisers; it even had an

online store that sold BLM merchandise.

It’s not unusual for a page that size to be run anonymously. Some activists don’t want to put their names on a page

and risk attracting attention from trolls or scrutiny from law enforcement looking to shut down protests. Outside

the U.S., the ability for activists to run pages anonymously has been critical to digital activism and key to some

movements. (It was also precisely what Russia exploited, adding to suspicions that this BLM was connected.)

Around the time I began paying attention to this mysterious page, Jeremy Massler, a freelance investigator and

incredible online sleuth, reached out with a tip. Massler had looked at the domain registration records of websites

that the huge BLM Facebook page was consistently linking to. Although the domains had been registered

privately, he found one of them had, for a period in 2016, belonged to a person in Perth, Australia, named Ian

MacKay — a white man.



Massler contacted MacKay, who told him he bought and sold domains as a hobby and had nothing to do with the

Facebook page. It was the same excuse MacKay, a middle-aged union of�cial, gave me when I reached him by

phone a few months later. But by that time we’d found that MacKay had registered dozens of website names,

many relating to black activism. 

Despite my concerns about the page and the fact that several activists told me they were suspicious of it, I didn’t

�nd MacKay’s explanation unbelievable on its face. Domain names can be valuable, and people buy and sell them

all the time. The fact he had also registered and sold domains that were not related to black activism made his

case even more credible. But then something strange happened. A few minutes after I spoke to MacKay, the

Facebook page came down. It hadn’t been taken down by Facebook, but by whoever was running it — and it

hadn’t been deleted, only temporarily removed.

That seemed suspicious, so Massler and I began to dig more.

The Facebook page, which came back online in the weeks after my call with MacKay, had during its lifetime

promoted fundraising campaigns ostensibly for BLM causes.

In one instance, it claimed to be raising money for activists in Memphis, Tennessee. But when I spoke to activists

there, no one knew anything about the fundraiser or where the money might have gone. Other activists even told

us that, suspecting it was a scam, they had reported the page to Facebook. But the company hadn’t taken any

action. 



As I started to contact the multiple online payment and fundraising platforms the page had used, those companies

began removing the fundraisers, saying they had broken their rules. Citing user privacy, none of the payment

companies provided me with information on the record about where the money was going. This is a common

challenge. Citing their privacy policies, platforms and digital services rarely reveal the names or contact

information of account holders to the press.

I later learned from a source familiar with some of the payments processed that at least one account was tied to

an Australian bank account and IP address. Another source told me that around $100,000 had been raised.

Developing sources at tech companies who are willing to tell you more information than the company will say on

the record is becoming increasingly important as many stories cannot be uncovered purely using open source

information as scammers and bad actors become more sophisticated.

I brought this information to Facebook to comment for the story and told them I had evidence the page was linked

to Australia, that payment companies had removed the campaigns after they investigated, and that we knew

some of the money was going to Australia. A Facebook spokesperson said the social media platform’s

investigation “didn't show anything that violated our Community Standards.”

It wasn’t until shortly before publishing our story — and only after I raised my concern about Facebook’s

investigation and its spokesperson’s response to a more senior Facebook employee — that Facebook took action

and removed the page.

https://money.cnn.com/2018/04/09/technology/fake-black-lives-matter-facebook-page/index.html


The Australian workers’ union where MacKay worked launched an investigation of its own after CNN’s report. By

the end of the week it had �red MacKay and a second of�cial it said was also involved in the scam.

What was particularly notable about this story was the array of techniques that Massler and I used to get it over

the line. We relied heavily on archive sites like the Wayback Machine that allowed us to see the look of websites

the page had been linking to and the page itself before it came on our radar. This was particularly useful, as after

Massler initially contacted MacKay the people behind the page began trying to cover some of their tracks.

We also used services that track domain registrations, including DomainTools.com, to investigate the sites MacKay

had registered and also to �nd his direct contact details. Massler also extensively used Facebook Graph Search (a

tool no longer available) to track the fake Facebook pro�le accounts that had been set up to promote the page in

Facebook Groups. Interrogation of open source information and use of online research tools, like those used to

access domain records, are vital instruments — but they are not the only ones.

The simple act of picking up the phone to talk to MacKay and developing sources to provide information that would

otherwise not be made public — traditional journalism techniques — were critical in exposing this scam. 

https://money.cnn.com/2018/04/11/technology/fake-black-lives-matter-facebook-union-officials/index.html


2. Finding patient zero
Written by Henk van Ess

Henk van Ess is an assessor for Poynter’s International Fact-Checking Network. He is obsessed with �nding

stories in data. Van Ess trains worldwide media professionals in internet research, social media and multimedia.

His clients include NBC News, BuzzFeed News, ITV, Global Witness, SRF, Axel Springer, SRF and numerous NGOs

and universities. His websites whopostedwhat.com and graph.tips are heavily used to �lter social media. He is

@henkvaness on Twitter.

For decades, Canadian �ight attendant Gaëtan Dugas was known as “Patient Zero,” the �rst man to bring AIDS to

the United States. This distinction, which was reinforced by books, �lms and countless news reports made him the

“arch-villain of an epidemic that would eventually kill more than 700,000 people in North America.”

But that was not the case. Bill Darrow, an investigator with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

interviewed Dugas and �led him as “Patient O, as in “Out-of-California.” It was soon misread as the number 0,

setting off a chain reaction of misinformation that persisted until recently.

It’s also possible for a journalist to focus on the wrong patient 0 if you don’t know how to search properly. This

chapter helps you to �nd primary sources online by getting rid of super�cial results and digging deeper.

1. Risks of consulting primary sources and how to �x them

Journalists love online primary sources. Firsthand evidence can be found in a newspaper article, a scienti�c study,

a press release, social media or any other possible “patient zero.”

Performing a basic keyword search on an of�cial government site can make you think “what you see is what they

got.” That is often not true. Here is an example. Let’s go to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, a source

used to �nd �nancial information about U.S. citizens as well as businesspeople from all over the world. Let’s say

we want to �nd the �rst occurrence of the phrase “Dutch police” in sec.gov. The built-in search engine of the SEC

can help:

You get just one hit — a document from 2016. So the SEC mentions the Dutch police only once, in 2016, right?

Wrong. The �rst mention on sec.gov was in 2004, 12 years earlier, in a declassi�ed, encrypted mail:

https://whopostedwhat.com/
https://graph.tips/beta/
https://twitter.com/henkvaness
https://www.macleans.ca/culture/movies/how-a-typo-created-a-scapegoat-for-the-aids-epidemic/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/27/health/hiv-patient-zero-genetic-analysis.html


You won’t see this in the search results from the search bar on sec.gov, even though this information does come

straight from its website. Why the difference?

By default, you should distrust search engines from primary sources. They can give you a false impression of the

actual content of the website and its associated databases. The proper way to search is to perform a “primary

source check.”

Primary source check

Step 1: Look at the failing link

The search result from the SEC provided us with just one source:

Let’s work with that disappointment. First, get rid of “https://www,” the �rst part of the link. Watch out for the �rst

backslash after that (/) — in this case it’s before the word “litigation/”

That’s the part we need: sec.gov

2. Second step: Use “site:” 

Go to a generic search engine. Start with the query (“Dutch police”) and end with “site:” followed directly with the

URL (no spaces). This is the formula for �nding out if an original source shows you everything:

Including speci�c folders

You can now adapt the “primary source formula” to your needs. Let’s go to the press release section of the New

Jersey Courts website. Say you want to �nd out when the Mercer County Bar Association sponsored a Law Day

program, but you can’t �nd the primary source in the title of any press release. The “Mercer County Bar

Association” is not visible in any title.

https://njcourts.gov/public/pr.html


Now look at the URL of that page full of poorly indexed press releases:

The public relations material is �led away in the folder /public. That should be included in your Google search:

And there you are:

Predicting folders

China has a Ministry of Ecology and Environment. Do they have English documents about the German company

Siemens? With the following formula, you get Chinese and English documents in the search results:



If you want to �lter to see only the English ones, maybe they used the word English in the link? Try it out. It works:

2. Following the trail of documents

Sometimes the information we need isn’t contained on a webpage, but is actually in a document hosted on a

website. Here’s how to follow the document trail using Google formulas.



Ross McKitrick is an associate professor in the Economics Department at the University of Guelph, Ontario. Back in

2014, he did a presentation for a climate skeptic group. Let’s try to �nd the invitation for that meeting. We know it

was held on May 13, 2014, and was the 11th Annual Luncheon organized by the “Friends of Science (FOS).” If we

search Google for these terms we come up empty:

Why? Because the word invitation is not in many invitations. It’s the same with the word interview. Many

interviews don’t contain the word interview. Even most maps don’t have the word map explicitly written on it. My

advice? Stop guessing and Go Zen.

Step 1: Establish the document type

Try to �nd the common denominator of any online invitation. It's often a PDF document. Search for just that with

“�letype:pdf” and you might �nd it.

Step 2: Be (climate) neutral

You don’t know the exact wording of the invitation. But what you do know, is that the YouTube video was from a

May 13, 2014, event. It’s feasible that the date is mentioned in the invitation. (Be sure to search for both the

cardinal and ordinal forms, May 13 and May 13th.) 

Step 3: Who is involved?

We know the organizer is “Friends of Science” and its website is friendsofscience.org.

When you combine all three steps, the query in Google will be:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiX8JDbLhh8


There it is in the �rst hit: the invitation for the event.

The FOS, based in Calgary, is frequently labeled a climate denial group and is funded in part by the oil and gas

sector So how would we craft a query to �nd out more information about it and its network of supporters and

funders?

Step 1: Include target

“Friends of Science” results in too many hits, so include also “Calgary.”

Step 2: Include “�letype”

Go for the next best thing for any of�cial document, “�letype:pdf.”

Step 3: Exclude your target’s website

Exclude the target’s website Friendsofscience.org by adding “-site:friendsofscience.org.” This helps you �nd

information from outside parties.

The full query is:



Because you searched for the target in of�cial documents, but not from its own website, you �nd some brothers in

arms and those who are critical of the organization:

3. Filtering social media for primary sources

YouTube

YouTube’s search tool has a problem: it won’t let you �lter for videos that are older than one year. If you want to

�nd a video of a tour in Prague from Oct 11, 2014, this is the roadblock you will hit:

To solve this, manually enter the preferred date into a Google.com search by using the “Tools” menu on the far

right. Then select “Any time” and “Custom Range.” Now we get the results we need:



Twitter

Despite the power of the “site:” search operator, you’ll be disappointed if you use it in Google to try searching

Twitter. For example, we could try this query to �nd when I tweeted about the Veri�cation Handbook for the �rst

time:

But it returns you only one hit as of this writing. Generic search engines like Google often struggle to deliver quality

results from the trillions of posts on Twitter, or on big platforms such as Facebook and Instagram. The answer for

Twitter is to use its Advanced Search functionality and add keywords, username and time period, as shown here:

https://twitter.com/search-advanced


Don't forget to click on “Latest" on the menu at the top of the search results page so you can view the results in

reverse chronological order. By default, Twitter sorts your results by what it considers to be the top tweets.

Facebook

Using “site:” on Facebook is also not ideal, but we can make its native search tool �t our needs. Let’s say for

example you want to see posts from March 2019 about strawberry cake from people in Brooklyn. Follow these

steps:

Step 1: Type in query

Step 2: Click on posts

Step 3: De�ne location



Step 4: Choose a date

And there you are:

Instagram

To search Instagram for posts from a speci�c date in a speci�c location, you can go to my site,

whopostedwhat.com, and �ll in your query:

http://www.whopostedwhat.com/


3. Spotting bots, cyborgs and inauthentic activity
Written by: Johanna Wild , Charlotte Godart

Charlotte Godart is an investigator and trainer for Bellingcat. Before Bellingcat, she was at the Human Rights

Center at UC Berkeley, working within its Investigations Lab, teaching students to conduct open-source research

on global con�icts for international humanitarian entities.

Johanna Wild is an open-source investigator at Bellingcat, where she also focuses on tech and tool development

for digital investigations. She has an online journalism background and previously worked with journalists in

(post-)con�ict regions. One of her roles was to support journalists in Eastern Africa to produce broadcasts for the

Voice of America.

In late August 2019, Benjamin Strick, a Bellingcat contributor and BBC Africa EYE investigator, was analyzing

tweets spreading the hashtags #WestPapua and #FreeWestPapua when he noticed accounts exhibiting

abnormal behavior. These accounts were all spreading Indonesian pro-government messages at a moment when

the con�ict in West Papua was gaining international visibility: A local independence movement had taken to the

streets to �ght for freedom from Indonesian control, leading to violence between the Indonesian police and

protesters.

The accounts Strick saw exhibited multiple odd similarities. Soon, he would realize that these were the early

indicators of coordinated inauthentic behavior. But at �rst, he started by noticing the small stuff.

For one, many of the accounts had stolen pro�le pictures. Take this account for instance, which claimed to be of

someone named Marco:

Using Yandex’s reverse image search tool, Strick found that the account’s pro�le picture had been previously used

on other websites under different names. None of the accounts using the photo were for a real person named

“Marco.” This proved that the accounts were, at the very least, misleading about their true identities.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/JW
https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/chgodart
https://yandex.com/images/


Beyond faking their identities, Strick also found the accounts published similar or even identical content while often

retweeting one another. Even more striking was that some of them showed precise synchronization in the

timecode patterns of their tweets. For example, @bellanow1 and @kevinma40204275 mostly published their

tweets at minute 7 or minute 32 of any particular hour.

It’s unlikely that a human would adopt this kind of tweet rhythm. This synchronization across multiple accounts,

combined with their misleading photos, suggested the accounts were not linked to real identities, and could be

automated. By analyzing suspicious account patterns such as these, Strick eventually concluded that the accounts

were part of a pro-Indonesian Twitter bot network that was spreading one-sided and misleading information

about the con�ict in West Papua. (You can read more about the larger network these accounts were part of in the

chapter 11b case study, “Investigating an Information Operation In West Papua.”)

What’s a bot? The answer is more complicated than you might think

The West Papua case is far from being the only information operation to use social bots. Other operations have

been much more widely publicized and criticized, although at their core they contain similarities in how they

operate.

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2019/09/03/twitter-analysis-identifying-a-pro-indonesian-propaganda-bot-network/


A bot is a software application that can automatically perform tasks assigned to it by humans. Whether a bot

does good or bad completely depends on the intentions of its “owner.”

The bots most often referred to in public debates are social bots, active on social networks including Facebook,

Twitter and LinkedIn. On these platforms, they can be used to spread speci�c ideological messages, often with the

aim to make it look as if there is a groundswell of support for a particular topic, person, piece of content or

hashtag.

Social media bots tend to fall into three main categories: the scheduled bot, the watcher bot and the ampli�er bot.

It’s important to know which kind of bot you’re interested in because each type has a speci�c purpose. With each

purpose comes a different language and communication pattern. In the context of disinformation, we’re most

interested in looking into the ampli�er bot.

The ampli�er bot exists to do exactly what it sounds like: amplify and spread content, with the goal of shaping

online public opinion. It can also be used to make individuals and organizations appear to have a larger following

than they really do. Its power comes in numbers. A network of ampli�er bots can attempt to in�uence hashtags,

spread links or visual content, or gang up to mass spam or harass an individual online in an attempt to discredit

them or to make them seem controversial or under siege.

By working together in large numbers, ampli�er bots seem more legitimate and therefore help shape the online

public opinion landscape. Ampli�er bots that spread disinformation do it mainly through hashtag campaigns or by

sharing news in the form of links, videos, memes, photos or other content types. Hashtag campaigns involve bots

constantly tweeting the same hashtag, or set of hashtags, in coordination. The goal is often to trick Twitter’s

trending algorithm into adding a speci�c hashtag to the trending topics list. An example is “#Hillarysick,” which

was propagated widely by bots after Hillary Clinton stumbled in September 2016, shortly before the presidential

election. (It’s also important to note that hashtag campaigns don’t require bots, and can be more effective without

them. See this investigation of human “hashtag mills” in Pakistan from Dawn.)

Purchasing and creating bots is relatively easy. Countless sites will sell you your own bot army for just a couple of

hundred dollars or even less. But a sophisticated, humanlike botnet is much harder to create and maintain.

How to recognize bots

Developers and researchers have created many tools to help assess whether an account might be automated.

These tools can be useful in gathering information, but a score from one tool is by no means de�nitive and should

never form the sole basis of any reporting or conclusion.

One of the most well-known tools is Botometer, created by researchers at Indiana University. Based on various

criteria, it calculates a score for how likely it is that a Twitter account and its followers are bots.

For Reddit, Jason Skowronski has created a real-time dashboard. After you set it up for a chosen subreddit, it tries

to assess whether the comments were made by bots, trolls or humans. 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2019/09/03/twitter-analysis-identifying-a-pro-indonesian-propaganda-bot-network/
https://www.dawn.com/news/1518967/grabyourkeyboards-inside-pakistans-hashtag-mills
https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/#!/
https://reddit-dashboard.herokuapp.com/
https://towardsdatascience.com/trolls-and-bots-are-disrupting-social-media-heres-how-ai-can-stop-them-d9b969336a06


While there are exceptions, most publicly available bot detection tools have been created for Twitter. The reason is

that many social networks — including Facebook — restrict their APIs (application programming interfaces) in a

way that prevents the public from analyzing and using their data to create such public tools.

As noted earlier, bot detection tools are a great starting point but they should not be your sole evidence. One

reason for their varying degree of accuracy is there is simply no universal list of criteria for recognizing bots with

100% certainty. There’s also little agreement about how to classify something as a bot. Researchers at the Oxford

Internet Institute’s Computational Propaganda Project classify accounts that post more than 50 times a day as

having “heavy automation.” The Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensics Research Lab considers “72 tweets per day

(one every ten minutes for twelve hours at a stretch) as suspicious, and over 144 tweets per day as highly

suspicious.”

It can often be challenging to determine whether a disinformation campaign is conducted by social bots or by

humans who are motivated or paid to post large amounts of content about a speci�c topic. The BBC, for instance,

found that accounts who posted similar Facebook messages amplifying favorable content about Boris Johnson in

November 2019 were managed by people who pretended to be social bots.

You might also encounter cyborgs, social media accounts that are partly automated and partly managed by

humans, which display a combination of natural and inauthentic behavior. Journalists must avoid falsely labeling

suspicious accounts as bots without proper evidence and analysis, as a mistaken accusation can undermine your

credibility.

One way to deal with these different types of bots, cyborgs and hyperactive human accounts is to focus your

investigation on monitoring all inauthentic or bot-like behavior, instead of trying to identify only one type of

suspicious account.

For example, Bot Sentinel provides a publicly available database containing (U.S.) Twitter accounts that exhibit

suspicious behavior. Their creators decided to collect “accounts that were repeatedly violating Twitter rules”

instead of speci�cally searching for social bots.

https://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/about-the-project/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.06356.pdf
https://medium.com/dfrlab/botspot-twelve-ways-to-spot-a-bot-aedc7d9c110c
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-50218615
http://www.botsentinel.com/
https://botsentinel.com/about


Steps to investigate inauthentic behavior

In general, we suggest the following approach for identifying inauthentic and potentially automated behavior on

social networks:

1. Manually check the accounts for suspicious behavior.

2. Combine this with the use of tools or more technical network analyses.

3. Investigate their activity, content and network of other accounts they interact with. Combine this with traditional

investigation techniques, such as trying to contact them or people they claim to know.

4. Consult with outside experts who specialize in bots and inauthentic activity.

To learn how to manually assess suspicious accounts, it’s important to understand the typical warning signs of

automated accounts on Twitter, or other social networks.

Every social media bot needs an identity. Bot creators want to make their accounts appear as convincing as

possible, but it takes time to set up and maintain credible-looking pro�les, in particular if the goal is to run a large

bot network. The more accounts someone has, the more time-consuming it is to create and manage them in a way

that makes them seem authentic. This is where these accounts slip up. In many cases, their creators do the bare

minimum to establish a pro�le, and a good investigator can detect this.

Here are a few things to look for:

No real pro�le picture

A stolen pro�le picture (as seen in Benjamin Strick’s West Papua investigation) or no pro�le picture at all can be an

indicator of inauthenticity. Since bot creators want to create many accounts at once, they have to obtain a

collection of photos and often copy them from other websites. However, doing so creates inconsistencies. For

instance, an account with the pro�le photo of a male but a username implying that a female is the owner of the

account could be a signal that something isn’t right. To get around this issue, many bot creators choose cartoons

or animals as pro�le pictures, but again this tactic becomes another pattern to use to detect inauthentic or bot

accounts.



Automatically created usernames

Next, look out for names and usernames. Every Twitter handle is unique, which means the username you want is

often already taken. This is an inconvenience to the average person, but becomes a real challenge when you’re

trying to create 50, 500 or 5,000 accounts in a short period of time.

Bot creators often deploy a strategy to help them easily �nd unused usernames. Scripts with criteria like the

following are used to automatically create usernames:

When you notice several Twitter accounts with handles consisting of the same number of characters and digits,

you can manually search for more accounts with that pattern in each of the accounts’ followers list to potentially

identify a network.



In this example, the accounts have something else in common: They all were created in September 2019. When

combined with other signals this can be an indicator that the accounts were all done at the same time by the

same person.

Account activity does not �t age

You should become even more suspicious if a new account already has a relatively large number of followers or if

it has published a large number of tweets within a short time. The same applies if an older account has very few

followers despite being very active.

If you come across such an account, analyze the account’s tweet activity more deeply. Take the number of tweets

located at the top of the page, and divide this by the number of days the account has been active. For example,

take an account that has 3,489 tweets as of Nov. 11, 2019, and was created on Aug. 15, 2019. Divide 3,489 by 89

(the days it’s been active), and you get 39.2 tweets per day.

Looking at the tweets made over the lifetime of the account, does the number seem too high, unrealistic or not

maintainable?

Suspicious tweet patterns

Another element to examine is tweet rhythm. Humans might show slight preferences for the days and times they

usually tweet, but it is unlikely that a person posts consistently only on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and is

completely silent on all other days of the week over a long period of time.

If you want to see these patterns visualized for one speci�c account, check out the account analysis tool built by

Luca Hammer:

https://accountanalysis.app/


Visualization as part of your investigation

To get a better understanding of the activity of a whole bot network, you can use a visualization platform like

Gephi. Bellingcat contributor Benjamin Strick used this tool to analyze the connections between Twitter accounts

belonging to a pro-Indonesian bot network.

By looking at the visual representation of the connections between a large number of Twitter accounts, he noticed

that the structure on the left side of the picture (in red) stood out.

By zooming in on this area, he could see which Twitter accounts were part of this speci�c structure.

https://gephi.org/
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2019/09/03/twitter-analysis-identifying-a-pro-indonesian-propaganda-bot-network/


Each red circle represents a Twitter account and the lines are the relationships between them. Usually, smaller

accounts are arranged around a bigger circle in the middle, which means that they all interact with the in�uential

account. The accounts in the structure above, however, did not interact in that way with one another. This led

Strick to analyze those abnormal account’s behavior.

The future of social bots: Can we out-trick them?

The technology behind social bots has become much more advanced in the last few years, allowing these small

software applications to become more adept at simulating human behavior. We are getting to the point where

people are predicting that arti�cial users could engage in sophisticated online communications without their

human counterparts realizing that they’re actually having a long conversation with a bot.

However, as of now there is no proof that high-level, machine-learning-empowered social bots exist or are being

deployed. For now, it seems that many disinformation campaigns are currently still receiving support from less-

complex ampli�er bots.

“I don’t think that there are many sophisticated social bots out there that are able to have real conversations with

people and to convince them of certain political positions,” said Dr. Ole Pütz, a researcher for the project “Unbiased

Bots that Build Bridges” at Bielefeld University in Germany.

According to him, the best way to help the public recognize inauthentic behavior on social networks is to use a

detection method that catalogs and weighs all the factors that make an account suspicious. As an example, he

says, “This account uses a script to retweet news, it automatically follows others, and that one never uses speech

patterns that humans would normally use.”

For now, a methodical analysis of account behavior, content, interactions and patterns remains the best approach

for identifying inauthentic behavior.

In our case study chapter, we provide a more in-depth and technical explanation of how we analyzed the

different factors in a suspicious Twitter network related to the Hong Kong protests.

http://botsbuildingbridges.net/


3a. Case study: Finding evidence of automated
Twitter activity during the Hong Kong protests
Written by: Charlotte Godart , Johanna Wild

Charlotte Godart is an investigator and trainer for Bellingcat. Before Bellingcat, she was at the Human Rights

Center at UC Berkeley, working within its Investigations Lab, teaching students to conduct open-source research

on global con�icts for international humanitarian entities.

Johanna Wild is an open-source investigator at Bellingcat, where she also focuses on tech and tool development

for digital investigations. She has an online journalism background and previously worked with journalists in

(post-)con�ict regions. One of her roles was to support journalists in Eastern Africa to produce broadcasts for the

Voice of America.

In August 2019, Twitter announced the removal of thousands of Twitter accounts it said helped spread

disinformation about the Hong Kong protests and were part of “a coordinated state-backed operation.” Soon,

Facebook and YouTube released statements saying they also removed accounts engaging in coordinated

inauthentic behavior about the protests.

Unlike Facebook and YouTube, Twitter released a list of the accounts it removed, offering an opportunity to further

investigate the activity. With a participant of a Bellingcat workshop, our team decided to investigate the remaining

Twitter content about the protests in Hong Kong to try to identify signs of coordinated inauthentic behavior.

Finding suspicious activity

We started by searching for relevant hashtags about the protests. A simple keyword search for “Hong Kong Riots”

brought up many tweets, some containing multiple hashtags.

We wanted to focus on pro-China accounts and content, since these were the ones Twitter had already found

engaging in inauthentic activity. We tried keyword formulations like:

“Shame on Hong Kong” -police -government

This search yields results that contain the phrase “Shame on Hong Kong” but not the words police or government.

The goal was to �lter out tweets such as “shame on hong kong police” and keep tweets such as “shame on hong

kong protesters.” Other search terms were “Hong Kong roaches” and “Hong Kong mobs,” which were common

descriptors of the protesters by pro-Chinese Twitter accounts.

After using those and other search terms, we examined recent tweets about Hong Kong that received many

retweets and likes. You can �lter by engagement simply by adding “min_retweets:500” or “min_faves:500” to your

search query. This will get only tweets with at least 500 retweets or likes.

We then looked at the Twitter accounts that had interacted with those tweets. For example, there was this tweet

from veri�ed user Hu Xijin, editor-in-chief of the Chinese and English editions of the Global Times, a Chinese state-

run media outlet:

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/chgodart
https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/JW
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2019/information_operations_directed_at_Hong_Kong.html
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2019/08/removing-cib-china/
https://www.blog.google/outreach-initiatives/public-policy/maintaining-integrity-our-platforms/
https://about.twitter.com/en_us/values/elections-integrity.html#data


We clicked on the “Retweets” and “Likes” hyperlinks next to each engagement number to display a list of accounts

that performed the relevant action.

Our hypothesis was that inauthentic pro-China accounts would amplify tweets from prominent Chinese state

media personnel. In this case, a lot of usernames stood out because they had an eight-digit number after the

name, which indicated that the user had accepted the default username generated by Twitter when they signed

up. That warranted further research into their behavior and characteristics.



As we examined these accounts, we saw they had a tiny number of followers, were following few accounts,

offered no bio, were retweeting other people’s tweets and sending almost none of their own, and almost

exclusively promoted content in opposition to the protests.

We also noticed that the creation dates for these accounts were very recent, around August 2019. Because

Twitter released a list of the pro-China accounts it removed, we could check the creation dates on those accounts

and see if they showed a similar trend.

With the help of Luigi Gubello, a coder who is engaged in the online open-source community, we used a simple

Python script (you can �nd the code on his GitHub and more about him here) to identify patterns in the data. The

below graph shows that the removed accounts were all created in recent months, which aligned with the

characteristics of the set of active accounts we were investigating.

Automating the process

https://github.com/luigigubello
https://www.gubello.me/blog/


Now that we had identi�ed a sample of tweets that exhibited suspicious characteristics and behavior, we wanted

to conduct a much larger analysis. This required some automation. One Bellingcat workshop participant had a

background in software development, so he wrote a small piece of JavaScript code — the regular expression

(\w+\d{8}) — to perform two functions: extract the usernames of accounts that had retweeted or liked a speci�c

tweet, and then quickly �lter the username list so that it focused only on the usernames that matched a pattern.

The pattern he �ltered for was a name followed by an eight-digit number.

By loading this script in the Chrome developer tools console, which provides web developer tools directly in the

browser, it would run in the background whenever he clicked on the “Retweets” or “Likes” hyperlink for a speci�c

tweet. Then it would return results that highlighted usernames �tting the pattern. Go here to see what this looks

like.

We could now use his script to examine the accounts interacting with other prominent pro-China tweets. In the

midst of the Hong Kong protests, Chinese American actress Liu Yifei shared a Weibo post in support of the police,

which led some people on social networks to call for a boycott of her new movie, “Mulan.” However, we also

noticed that many Twitter accounts supported the actress and her movie using the hashtag #SupportMulan. (CNN

also reported on this.) We decided to use the script to examine the users who retweeted or liked the pro-Mulan

tweets.

https://developers.google.com/web/tools/chrome-devtools/console/javascript
https://regex101.com/r/zmNya7/1
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/08/22/entertainment/china-hong-kong-disney-mulan-intl-hnk-trnd/index.html


We collected the account names that �t our pattern and then identi�ed their creation dates. This revealed that

most of the accounts were created on Aug. 16.

We gathered the exact creation date and time of the accounts by simply hovering over the pro�le’s “joined”

information, as shown below:



With the set of accounts in front of us, we began the manual analysis of the content they were sharing. It quickly

became clear that the accounts in our list had all tweeted in favor of Yifei and against the Hong Kong protesters.

Many of the accounts in our list became inactive after Aug. 17 or 18, which again showed an element of

coordination. We don’t know exactly why they went dormant, but it’s possible that Twitter required additional

veri�cation steps for the creators to log in and they were unable to comply. Another option is that they simply

stopped tweeting because the account creators did not want to raise further suspicion after Twitter started

suspending pro-China accounts.

However, a few months later, we noticed that several of the accounts were active again. This time they spread

positive messages about Yifei and her �lm, “Mulan.”

We also found pro-“Mulan” accounts with other username patterns or creation dates that were continuously

spreading messages in favor of Yifei. We did this by searching for tweets that included hashtags like

#SupportMulan or #liuyifei







It seems the accounts changed their strategy from criticizing the Hong Kong protesters to promoting the actress

and her movie, perhaps to avoid being blocked from Twitter.

The case study shows how it’s possible to combine manual and automated techniques to quickly uncover a

network of suspicious Twitter accounts. It also illustrates that it’s useful to look for additional accounts and activity

even after a platform announces a takedown of accounts.

Here, we were able to use some simple search techniques and account details to identify a larger set of accounts

that showed strong indicators of being engaged in coordinated inauthentic activity.



4. Monitoring for fakes and information
operations during breaking news
Written by: Jane Lytvynenko

Jane Lytvynenko is a senior reporter at BuzzFeed News, where she focuses on disinformation, cyber security and

online investigations. She has uncovered social media manipulation campaigns, cryptocurrency scammers and

�nancially motivated bad actors spreading disinformation. Her work also brings accessible fact-checking to wide

audiences during times of crisis. Jane is from Kyiv, Ukraine, and currently resides in Toronto, Canada.

When news breaks, it can be hours or even days until reporters and of�cials are fully able to make sense of a

situation. As early evidence and details begin to �ow over social networks and other online platforms, bad actors

can emerge to sow division or distrust, or make a quick buck off a worried news consumer’s attention. Those same

well-meaning consumers and other sources can also unintentionally spread false or misleading information. The

mix of heightened emotions and slow trickle of news in the early minutes and hours of an event makes it

necessary for journalists to be equipped to effectively monitor, verify and — when necessary — debunk breaking

news. A fake tweet, image, social media account or article takes just a few minutes to create, while real

information struggles to keep up.

The key to monitoring and debunking during breaking news is to lay a strong foundation before it happens. This

means having a solid grounding in basic veri�cation skills, such as those outlined in the �rst Veri�cation Handbook,

understanding how to monitor social networks and platforms, and knowing how to respond if you or your

colleagues become targeted by bad actors. Reporters should never put online safety on the back burner.

When news breaks, the �rst step is to identify key impacted communities. During the 2018 shooting at the high

school in Parkland, Florida, reporters scoured the Snapchat map for videos of what was happening to the

students trapped inside classrooms. In contrast, during Hurricane Irma in 2017, it was key to focus on Facebook,

where those affected tried to �nd information. Understanding how each social network functions and how it

intersects with a given event is essential.

This chapter will focus on tools a reporter can use for monitoring and debunking breaking news. Not every tool will

be right for every situation, and understanding who has been affected can help you know which places to focus

on most.

Three things to look for

As platforms and reporters work hard to �ght disinformation, bad actors have evolved their tactics to avoid

detection. Still, some consistent patterns of content and behavior emerge repeatedly.

1. Doctored or out-of-context imagery. The infamous image of a shark swimming on a �ooded highway has

been making rounds and continuing to trick people for years. (It was also the subject of a case study in the �rst

Handbook.) Photos and videos from that have previously debunked are what fact-checkers and debunkers call

zombie hoaxes and are important to watch for. Imagery spreads much faster across digital platforms than text, so

focusing on them is often fruitful.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/janelytv
http://verificationhandbook.com/


During the El Paso shooting at a Walmart in 2019, far-right �gures tried to misrepresent an old YouTube video unrelated to the

suspect.

2. False victims or perpetrators. During the YouTube headquarters shooting, social networks were littered with

false claims of suspects. During the U.S. midterm elections in 2018, false rumors about ballots being cast by illegal

immigrants were spread by the U.S. president. False perpetrators show up during most big breaking news events.

During the 2018 Parkland shooting, a fake Bill O’Reilly account tried to spread a false name for the suspect.

3. Harassment and brigading. While not strictly disinformation, bad actors commonly try to harass people

involved in a news event as a way of silencing them. It’s also a sign that a group of people is paying attention to

an event and may try different tactics down the road. “Brigading” is when a group of people work together to

create the impression of a groundswell of engagement or reaction, by doing things such as up- or down voting

content or �ooding a user with comments.



After a Democratic leadership debate in 2019, anonymous accounts spread the same message about Kamala Harris’s race.

Best practices for archiving and publishing

Before looking for hoaxes, set up a folder for your documents and start a spreadsheet for what you �nd.

Immediately take a screenshot of each hoax and relevant piece of content you discover, and archive the page.

(The Archive.org web browser extension is a free, quick and effective tool for archiving content.) Be sure to record

the original and archived URLs of the content in your spreadsheet. This enables you to come back to what you

found and look for patterns after the dust settles.

To avoid helping spread pages associated with dis- or misinformation, be sure to link to the archived URL in any

articles or social media posts instead of the original. It’s also a best practice to watermark your images with a clear

label such as “False” or “Misleading” to ensure they are spread and indexed with the proper context. If you do

write an article, focus your headline and copy on what’s true, rather than primarily saying what’s false. Studies

have shown that repeating falsehoods can cause people to retain the incorrect information

Your role is to minimize the repetition of falsehoods as much as possible, and to steer people toward accurate

information.

Identifying keywords and locations

As the event unfolds, come up with a list of locations and relevant keywords. 

For location, take into account the city, state and country, and any relevant local terms such as the nickname for a

city or affected neighborhood. During elections, you should also use the county or relevant electoral district name.

This information is used to monitor geotagged posts and to search for mentions of the location. Also be sure to

identify and begin monitoring the social accounts of any relevant local authorities, such as police and �re

departments, politicians and local news outlets.

Next, identify key terms. This can include words like victim, suspect, shooter, shooting, �ood, �re, the con�rmed

names of anyone involved and more general wording like “looking for” — think of the language people would use

in the situation aside from key terms. If you �nd a credible account posting about being in the midst of the event



you’re monitoring, note their username and read their full feed. Looking through their friends or followers list is also

a helpful way to �nd others in the area who might have been affected.

Note that during stressful situations, people may misspell locations or names. For example, during the 2019

Kincade �re in California, some tweeted #kinkaid�re because of autocorrect issues. Include common misspellings in

your searches and try to identify possible autocorrect mistakes by typing key terms on your device and watching

what suggestions pop up.

This is also a good time to reach out to any sources you know in the relevant location or who are part of

communities that might be targeted with harassment or disinformation, and ask what they’ve seen online. You can

tell your audience that you’re on the lookout for disinformation and other problematic content related to the event.

Coordinate with your newsroom’s social media team to help spread the word about your monitoring and to see if

they have seen anything of note.

Key Image Tools

1. Image search

Reverse image search is an indispensable tool. It’s easy to search Google for an image by right-clicking on an

image and selecting “Search Google for Image” in the Chrome web browser. But it’s always a good idea to search

an image using different tools. If you install the InVID browser extension, you can right-click on an image and

search it across different tools. This reverse image search comparison chart created by Domain Tools shows the

relevant strengths and weaknesses of different reverse image products:

InVID

InVID is a free browser extension and the best platform for helping you analyze and verify videos. It allows for

users to paste a URL into its engine, which will then extract thumbnails from the video. You can run reverse image

searches on these thumbnails to see where else this video has appeared on the web.

https://www.domaintools.com/resources/blog/a-brief-comparison-of-reverse-image-searching-platforms


2. TweetDeck search

The best way to search Twitter is by using TweetDeck, which allows you to create unique columns for searches

and lists.

Finding and duplicating relevant lists is key for staying abreast of a situation. You can use Google to search for

Twitter lists using a simple formula. Type site:twitter.com/*/lists into the search engine and then add a key word in

quotes, for example “Alabama reporters.” The �nal search string is therefore:

site:twitter.com/*/lists “Alabama reporters”

This will bring up any lists that other Twitter users have created that include the phrase “Alabama reporters” in

the title.

Once you’ve found a list that’s relevant for your needs, you need to duplicate it so you can add it to TweetDeck. Use

this app: http://projects.noahliebman.net/listcopy/connect.php to duplicate as many as you like. It’s ideal to duplicate

a list rather than to follow it because you can add or remove users as you like.

Along with �nding and adding lists to TweetDeck columns, you want to create columns with speci�c search �lters

that enable you to quickly monitor for keywords as well as images and videos. To look for multiple keywords, wrap

them in quotes and put “OR” between them, such as “Kincade” OR “Kinkade.” You can also exclude certain words if

they produce irrelevant results. Most people no longer tag their tweets by location, so you can leave that �eld blank

to cast a wider net.

http://projects.noahliebman.net/listcopy/connect.php


If you want to narrow your results, set the “From” �eld to a day or two before the event took place, as this will

make sure you don’t miss tweets because of possible time zone issues. If you’re still getting too many results, try

�ltering them by engagement to surface only the posts that others have liked or retweeted. You can also try

breaking key terms into separate columns. For example, put locations in one column and other keywords in

another. I usually break out a third column for possible names of suspects or victims and their misspellings.

Finally, if you’re seeing a very high volume of tweets, it’s a good idea to create a new column with your best

keywords and to set the “Showing” option under the “Tweet content” �lter to show only photos and videos. This

will give you a feed that can help you spot viral or emerging visuals.

3. CrowdTangle

CrowdTangle is a web app and browser extension that’s free for newsrooms to use. (Contact the company if your

newsroom is not set up with access.)

It’s a powerful tool that allows you to set up dashboards to monitor across Facebook, Instagram and Reddit. You

can also search by keyword and set many �lters, including time posted, language and engagement. CrowdTangle

is especially useful for monitoring Facebook and checking where a URL may have been posted on social media.



Once you have access, go to app.crowdtangle.com to get started and then click “Create New Dashboard.” Even if

you don’t have access, the browser extension is free for anyone to use.

CrowdTangle: Searching for Facebook posts

Click on “Saved Searches” on the left sidebar and then “New Search.” You have two options with Facebook: search

pages and search groups. I’d recommend doing both. Enter as many keywords as you like by separating them

with commas. Then you can set how you see the posts, for example by most recent, most popular and

overperforming, which is a measurement of posts receiving more engagement than is normal for a given page. I

toggle among the three based on the situation to make sure I see viral content and new content. 

You’re also able to sort posts by a speci�c time frame and type. CrowdTangle recently added the ability to search

posts by the location of the page they were posted by. By clicking on “English” and then picking “Country,” you can

select only posts that are coming from pages that have declared their location to be within the U.S., for example.

You can also do the opposite and search for posts coming from pages based in Iran, Russia, Saudi Arabia, the

Philippines or India, for example. Keep a special eye on image and video-based posts, which tend to spread

further and be more engaging. 

Once you’ve set up a search with relevant results be sure to save it so you can keep coming back to it.

CrowdTangle: Lists

Like TweetDeck, CrowdTangle allows you to build lists of pages and public groups of interest. By clicking “Lists” on

the left sidebar and then “Create List,” you can monitor pages or groups that match keywords you have chosen or

pages whose URL you have. CrowdTangle also has a number of prebuilt lists you can view by clicking the

“Explore” tab. As with Twitter, building lists of pages and groups talking about the event you’re covering is a good

way to monitor the information environment.



CrowdTangle: Link search

Another relevant CrowdTangle feature is link search. Go to https://apps.crowdtangle.com/search/ and paste in the

URL or key terms of the content you’re interested in. CrowdTangle will show you the top public sharers of the link

across Facebook, Instagram, Reddit and Twitter. (Note that the Twitter results are restricted to the previous seven

days.) This will help you understand how the content is spreading, whether there are any groups or individuals

you should be investigating further, and whether the content has spread far enough to warrant a debunk. There

are no simple rules on when to debunk a falsehood, but some good questions to ask are: Has it spread outside of

its initial network of sharers? Has it been shared by �gures of authority? Has it generated signi�cant engagement?

(The free browser extension delivers the same data as the link search tool, and both are free for anyone to use

without a full CrowdTangle account.)

4. Instagram.com

Instagram is a useful place to monitor for hashtags and geotagged posts. Look up relevant locations where users

may have tagged photos, and remember that location tags can also include neighborhoods and landmarks. Once

you found someone who appears to have been involved in a news event, click through to their account and make

sure you watch their stories — they’re by far more popular than regular Instagram posts. Also look through the

comments for other potential witnesses, and note any new hashtags that may have been used alongside their

posts. If you want to archive someone’s Instagram story for your �les, you can use a site like storysaver.net to

download it.

https://apps.crowdtangle.com/search/


5. SnapMap

Disinformation on Snapchat is uncommon, but its public map feature is useful to help verify or debunk hoaxes. To

get started, go to map.snapchat.com and enter a location of interest. This will show you a heat map of where

content is being posted — the brighter the location, the more Snaps are coming from there. To save a useful Snap,

click on three dots in the top right and select “Share.” You’ll be able to copy the URL of the Snap to look at later. (Be

sure to screenshot it as well.)

Putting it all together

It’s essential to practice using each tool before news breaks to avoid scrambling in the moment. Disinformation is

meant to play on emotions and capitalize on gaps in news coverage. Keep that in mind as you search the web.

You will also often come across accurate information that could help your colleagues. Write down everything that

you know is true so you can recognize false things faster, and don’t be afraid to ask any reporters your outlet has

on the ground for help.

After the dust settles, it’s helpful to look back at your saved images and posts. While in the moment you want to

highlight individual falsehoods by way of public service journalism, in the aftermath you should take stock of any

themes or patterns that can be seen. Were people targeted for their race or gender? Did hoaxes that originated on

small, anonymous accounts become mainstream? Did any social media companies perform especially well or

especially poorly? A wrap-up story can help your readers fully grasp the purpose and methods of the

disinformation’s spread. It will also serve as a research tool for you and your newsroom, showing you what might

be useful to focus on the next time news breaks.



5. Verifying and questioning images
Written by: Hannah Guy , Farida Vis , Simon Faulkner

Farida Vis is director of the Visual Social Media Lab and a professor of digital media at Manchester Metropolitan
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served on the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on Social Media (2013-2016) and the Global Future
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Simon Faulkner is a lecturer in art history and visual culture at Manchester Metropolitan University. His research is

concerned with the political uses and meanings of images, with a particular focus on activism and protest

movements. He is also the co-director of the Visual Social Media Lab and has a strong interest in the development

of methods relevant to the analysis of images circulated on social media.

Hannah Guy is a Ph.D. student at Manchester Metropolitan University, examining the role of images in the spread

of disinformation on social media. She is a member of the Visual Social Media Lab, where her current projects

explore images shared on Twitter during the emergence of the Black Lives Matter movement, and Visual Media

Literacy to combat misinformation in the context of Canadian schools.

Communication on social media is now overwhelmingly visual. Photos and video are persuasive, compelling and

easier to create than ever, and can trigger powerful emotional responses. As a result, they have become powerful

vehicles of mis- and disinformation.

To date, the discussion of images within the context of mis- and disinformation has either focused on veri�cation

techniques or, more recently, been disproportionately focused on deepfake videos. Before considering deepfakes,

as we do in the next chapter, it’s essential to understand the more common low-tech use of misleading photos and

videos, especially those shown out of context.

Given the widespread use of visuals in attempts to in�uence and manipulate public discourse, journalists must be

equipped with fundamental image veri�cation knowledge and with the ability to critically question and assess

images to understand how and why they are being deployed. This chapter focuses on developing this second set

of skills, and uses a framework we developed at the Visual Social Media Lab.

Building on veri�cation

In the Visual Social Media Lab, we focus on understanding the roles online images play within society. While we

mainly focus on still images, this also encompasses a range of different types of images: photos, composite

images, memes, graphic images and screenshots, to name a few. Tackling visual mis- and disinformation requires

its own set of strategies. To date, image veri�cation by journalists has focused on establishing if the image is what

they think it is. In the original “Veri�cation Handbook,” Trushar Barot outlined four core basic principles for image

veri�cation, which remain invaluable. The First Draft Visual Veri�cation Guide is another useful resource that uses

these principles by focusing on �ve questions for photos and videos:

1. Are you looking at the original version?

2. Do you know who captured the photo?

3. Do you know where the photo was captured?

4. Do you know when the photo was captured?

5. Do you know why the photo was captured?

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/hannah_guy
https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/FaridaVis
https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/SimonFaulkner2
https://firstdraftnews.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/FDN_verificationguide_photos.pdf?x32994


Standard tools that can help with investigating photos and video include InVID, Yandex Image Search, TinEye,

Google Image Search and Forensically. These veri�cation methods focus on the origin of the image.

While that method remains crucial, the strategies and techniques frequently used in mis- and disinformation, and

in a range of forms of media manipulation, mean it is also important to consider how images are used and shared

and by whom, and also what role journalists play in potentially further amplifying problematic images.

To go beyond standard forms of image veri�cation, we have combined methods from art history with questions

designed speci�cally for mis- and disinformation content. Our framework, “20 Questions for Interrogating Social

Media Images,” designed collaboratively with First Draft and journalists, is an additional tool journalists can use

when investigating images.

Interrogating social media images

As the title suggests, the framework consists of 20 questions that can be asked of any social media image (still

image, video, gif, etc.), with an additional 14 questions aimed at digging deeper into different aspects of mis- and

disinformation. The questions do not appear in a set order, but these �ve questions are useful to address �rst:

1. What is it?

2. What does it show?

3. Who made it?

4. What did it mean?

5. What does it mean?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kRfo1ToexG8dEiMqurXKqzEeXdyHn7Ic/view
https://datajournalism.com/uploads/verification_3/Verifying%20and%20Question%20images_Chapter%205_20Questions%20graphic.pdf


Questions 1 to 3 are similar to established approaches to veri�cation and are concerned with establishing what

kind of image it is (a photograph, video, etc.), what it depicts and who made it. However, questions 4 and 5 take us

somewhere else. They introduce considerations of meaning that encompass what the image shows, but also cover

any meanings produced by the use of the image, including through its misidenti�cation. When thought about

together, questions 4 and 5 also allow us to focus on the changing nature of the meaning of images and on the

ways that meanings ascribed to images through reuse can be signi�cant in themselves. This doesn’t simply

concern what images are made to mean in a new context and how this misidenti�es what they show, but also

what the effects of such misidenti�cations are. This approach is no longer about veri�cation, but more akin to the

analysis of the meanings of images performed in disciplines such as art history and photo theory.

In the development and early deployment of this framework with journalists, we often heard that they had never

thought about images in this much detail. Many said the framework helped them recognize that images are

complex forms of communication, and that a clear method is required to question them and their meaning.

Most of the time, you will not need to answer all 20 questions in the framework to get a comprehensive

understanding of what’s going on with an image. The questions are there to fall back on. In our own work, we

found them particularly useful when dealing with complex high-pro�le news images and videos that have

received signi�cant media attention and scrutiny. To show what this looks like in practice, here are three case

studies with high-pro�le examples from the U.K. and U.S.

Case Study 1: Breaking Point, June 2016

What is it?

The “Breaking Point” image was a poster used by the UK Independence Party (UKIP) as part of its campaign

during the EU referendum of 2016. It used a photograph taken by the photojournalist Jeff Mitchell in October 2015,

focused on the refugee crisis.

What does it show?

A large queue of Syrian and Afghan refugees being escorted by Slovenian police from the border between Croatia

and Slovenia to the Brezice refugee camp. The poster used a cropped version and added the text “BREAKING

POINT: The EU has failed us all” and “We must break free of the EU and take back control of our borders.” Because

the refugees appear to move toward the viewer en masse, it has a strong visual impact.



Who made it?

The Edinburgh-based advertising �rm Family Advertising Ltd., which was employed by UKIP for its Brexit

campaign. 

What did it mean?

UKIP did not try to misrepresent the content, but layered further meaning through adding slogans. Exploiting

existing anti-immigrant and racist sentiment, this manipulation focused on generating further fear of immigration

and refugees, on the basis of unsubstantiated claims and insinuations about EU border policy.

What does it mean?

In November 2019, in the run-up to the U.K. general election, the campaign organization Leave.EU also used a

tightly cropped version of the photograph in an anti-immigration image uploaded to Twitter, making a clear

reference back to UKIP’s 2016 poster.

What other questions are useful to ask?

Is the actor of�cial or unof�cial? The key actor in creating and distributing the image, UKIP, is an of�cial political

party and not the type of actor usually associated with mis- and disinformation.

Is it similar to or related to other images? Some likened the poster to Nazi propaganda; it resonates both with

previous anti-migrant imagery and a longer history of U.K. political posters involving queues, including one used by

UKIP in May 2016 focused on immigration from the EU.

3 key takeaways:

Of�cial political parties and politicians can be actors in the spread of misinformation.

Misinformation does not necessarily involve fake images or even the misidenti�cation of what they show.

Sometimes images can be used to support a message that misrepresents a wider situation.

Some misinformation requires more than veri�cation. There is a need to critically examine how real images are

used to manipulate, and what such images do and mean.

Examples of media coverage of this case:

Nigel Farage's anti-migrant poster reported to police — The Guardian

Brexit: UKIP's 'unethical' anti-immigration poster — Al-Jazeera

Nigel Farage accused of deploying Nazi-style propaganda as Remain crash poster unveiling with rival vans — The

Independent

Case Study 2: The Westminster Bridge Photograph, March 2017

https://twitter.com/LeaveEUOfficial/status/1193910360501174272
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/nigel-farage-blames-outrage-over-8234755
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jun/16/nigel-farage-defends-ukip-breaking-point-poster-queue-of-migrants
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2016/06/brexit-anti-immigration-ukip-poster-raises-questions-160621112722799.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/nigel-farage-brexit-poster-vans-eu-referendum-london-remain-breaking-point-a7085396.html


What is it?

A tweet from a Twitter account that appears to be operated by a white Texan man, which received signi�cant

media attention. The account was later revealed to be operated by Russia’s Internet Research Agency, and was

used to spread mis- and disinformation. The tweet shared a photograph from the aftermath of the Westminster

Bridge terrorist attack in London (March 22, 2017). 

What does it show?

A Muslim woman walking past a group of people and a person on the ground, who has been injured in the

terrorist attack. The text has Islamophobic connotations, claiming that the woman is purposefully ignoring the

injured person, as well as an overtly anti-Islamic hashtag.

Who made it?

The Internet Research Agency worker who operated the @SouthLoneStar Twitter account, though it was not

known to be an IRA account at the time of the tweet. The picture itself was taken by press photographer Jamie

Lorriman. 

What did it mean?

In March 2017, this appeared to be a tweet from a right-wing Texan Twitter user, who interpreted the photograph

as showing that the Muslim woman did not care about the injured person. It suggested this example spoke to a

larger truth about Muslims.

What does it mean?

As of today, the tweet is evidence of the Internet Research Agency’s purposefully spreading Islamophobic

disinformation in the aftermath of a terrorist attack.

What other questions are useful to ask?

What responses did it receive? This tweet received a signi�cant response from the mainstream media. Dozens of

U.K. newspapers reported on it, in some cases more than once. While most of these articles condemned

@SouthLoneStar, it also moved the tweet from the con�nes of social media and opened it to a mainstream



audience. After the image spread, the woman in the photo spoke out to say that she was distraught over the

attacks at the time, and that “not only have I been devastated by witnessing the aftermath of a shocking and

numbing terror attack, I’ve also had to deal with the shock of �nding my picture plastered all over social media by

those who could not look beyond my attire, who draw conclusions based on hate and xenophobia.”

Is it similar to or related to other images? The image that was circulated most of the time was one of seven

images taken of the woman. Others showed clearly that she was distraught, something few publications picked

up on.

How widely and for how long was it circulated? The added mainstream media attention means the tweet

spread widely. However, within a few days, circulation slowed signi�cantly. It was recirculated in November 2017,

when it was discovered that @SouthLoneStar was operated by the Internet Research Agency. This later

November circulation was notably smaller in the mainstream media compared to March.

3 key takeaways:

Visual disinformation is not always wholly false and can involve elements that are based on truth. The

photograph is real, but its context has been manipulated and falsi�ed, and it relies on the reader/viewer not

knowing what the woman was actually thinking in that moment.

Journalists should think carefully about bringing further attention to such emotionally fueled, controversial and

potentially harmful disinformation by reporting on it, even with positive intentions.

More attention could be paid toward correcting disinformation-based news stories and ensuring that the true

picture of events is most prominent. The limited coverage in November means that some readers may not

have found out that the tweet was Russian disinformation.

Examples of media coverage of this case:

People are making alarming assumptions about this photo of ‘woman in headscarf walking by dying man’ —

Mirror

‘Who is the real monster?’ Internet turns on trolls who criticised ‘indifferent’ Muslim woman seen walking through

terror attack — Daily Mail

British MP calls on Twitter to release Russian ‘troll factory’ tweets — The Guardian

Case Study 3: Lincoln Memorial confrontation, January 2019

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/mar/24/woman-hijab-westminster-bridge-attack-victim-photo-misappropriated
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/mar/24/woman-hijab-westminster-bridge-attack-victim-photo-misappropriated
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/people-making-alarming-assumptions-photo-10081905
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4342438/Trolls-blast-Muslim-woman-seen-walking-attack.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/nov/14/british-mp-calls-on-twitter-to-release-russian-troll-factory-tweets


What is it?

A video of a group of students from Covington Catholic High School who took part in the pro-life March for Life and

an indigenous man, Nathan Phillips, who was accompanying other Native Americans in the Indigenous Peoples

March. 

What does it show?

A confrontation between one of the students from Covington Catholic High School and Phillips. The two

demonstrations converged on the Plaza, with a large group of Covington students wearing MAGA hats

supposedly facing off against Phillips. This paints a picture of a lone Native American facing off against a barrage

of young alt-right bullies.

Who made it?

The video was �rst uploaded to Instagram by an Indigenous Peoples March participant. This received nearly

200,000 views. Hours later, the video was uploaded to Twitter, receiving 2.5 million views before being deleted by

the original account. The video was then reposted across different social media sites, subsequently grabbing

mainstream media attention. Within 24 hours, several articles about the video had been published.

What did it mean?

The initial narrative that spread online presented the video as a straightforward faceoff between Philips and the

students in which the students were seen as intentionally taunting and ganging up on Phillips. 

What does it mean?

A much longer video of the encounter, which emerged several days after the �rst video, painted a more complex

picture. The memorial was also occupied by a group of Black Hebrew Israelites, who were taunting passersby,

including the Covington students and Indigenous Peoples March participants. This led to a heated standoff

between all three groups, with Phillips allegedly trying to pacify. This is where the �rst video begins.

What other questions are useful to ask?

What contextual information do you need to know?

Without the longer video, and the knowledge that the Black Hebrew Israelites were present and actively fueling

con�ict, all context is lost. While the students were recorded saying racist things, what led to this was more

complicated than simply alt-right teens ganging up on an elderly indigenous man. 

Where was it shared on social media?

While the video was originally shared on Instagram by someone who attended the Indigenous Peoples March, this

received limited attention. It was subsequently reuploaded to Twitter and YouTube by other users, which greatly

ampli�ed awareness and secured mainstream media attention. Therefore, the attention came from these

reuploads and not from the original video on Instagram. 

3 key takeaways:

When such emotion-ladened visuals spread so quickly online, it is easy to lose context and allow the

super�cial, reactionary online narrative to take control.

In retrospect, some journalists argued that the initial articles served to fuel the controversy and further push

the incorrect narrative. This suggests that, without proper investigation, mainstream media can unintentionally

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bsy80cfFVAR/?utm_source=ig_embed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJujmh0cC18&feature=emb_logo
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/01/media-must-learn-covington-catholic-story/581035/


continue the spread of misinformation.

The speed with which the video spread online meant a lot of mainstream media outlets “fell for” the narrative

pushed on social media and did not investigate further. Many news sites were forced to retract or correct their

articles once true events emerged, and some were sued.

Examples of media coverage of this case:

Native American Vietnam Vet Mocked And Surrounded By MAGA Hat-Wearing Teens — UNILAD

Outcry after Kentucky students in Maga hats mock Native American veteran — The Guardian

Fuller video casts new light on Covington Catholic students' encounter with Native American elder — USA Today

Conclusion

So much of what is shared on social media is visual. Journalists must be equipped with the ability to critically

question and assess images to unearth important content and intent. The speed with which visual misinformation

can spread further highlights the need for journalists to proceed with caution and make sure to investigate image-

related stories fully before publishing. The “20 Questions for Interrogating Social Media Images” is an additional

tool journalists can use when investigating images, especially when the story is primarily centered on something

visual. Not every question in the framework is relevant to every image, but the �ve basic questions are a strong

starting point and build on basic veri�cation skills, with the aim of developing more accurate and more in-depth

reporting.

APPENDIX

Below is the full list of questions from the 20 Questions framework, including 14 prompt questions speci�cally

focused on mis- and disinformation. As we have noted in the chapter, there are �ve questions that are useful to

address �rst (in bold). The prompt questions relate to either the agent, the message or the interpreter of the mis-

and disinformation:

AGENT (A) - Who created and distributed the image, and what was their motivation?

MESSAGE (M) - What format did the image take, and what are its characteristics?

INTERPRETER (I) - How was the message interpreted, and what actions were taken?

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/07/media/cnn-settles-lawsuit-viral-video/index.html
https://www.unilad.co.uk/news/native-american-vietnam-vet-mocked-and-surrounded-by-maga-hat-wearing-teens/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/20/outcry-after-kentucky-students-in-maga-hats-mock-native-american-veteran
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2019/01/20/covington-catholic-students-full-video-shows-viral-protest-new-light/2635085002/
https://bit.ly/20QuestionsFramework


The framework takes inspiration from:

1. The "Interrogating the work of Art" diagram (Figure 2.4, p.39), in (2014, 5th Edition), Pointon, M. History of Art:

A Student’s Handbook, London and New York: Routledge.

2. "Questions to ask about each element of an example of information disorder" (Figure 7, p. 28), in (2017),

Wardle, C. and Derakshan, H., Information Disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary framework for research and

policy making. Council of Europe report DGI(2017)09.



6. How to think about deepfakes and emerging
manipulation technologies
Written by: Sam Gregory

Sam Gregory is program director of WITNESS (www.witness.org), which helps people use video and technology to

�ght for human rights. An award-winning technologist and advocate, he is an expert on new forms of AI-driven

mis/disinformation and leads work around emerging opportunities and threats to activism and journalism. He is

also co-chair of the Partnership on AI’s expert group focused on AI and the media.

In the summer of 2018, Professor Siwei Lyi, a leading deepfakes researcher based at the University of Albany,

released a paper showing that deepfake video personas did not blink at the same rate as real people. This claim

was soon covered by Fast Company, New Scientist, Gizmodo, CBS News and others, causing many people to

come away thinking they now had a robust way of spotting a deepfake.

Yet within weeks of publishing his paper, the researcher received videos showing a deepfake persona blinking like

a human. As of today, this tip isn’t useful or accurate. It was the Achilles’ heel of a deepfakes creation algorithm at

that moment, based on the training data being used. But within months it was no longer valid.

This illustrates a key truth about deepfake detection and veri�cation: Technical approaches are useful until

synthetic media techniques inevitably adapt to them. A perfect deepfake detection system will never exist.

So how should journalists verify deepfakes, and other forms of synthetic media?

The �rst step is to understand the cat-and-mouse nature of this work and be aware of how the technology is

evolving. Second, journalists need to learn and apply fundamental veri�cation techniques and tools to investigate

whether a piece of content has been maliciously manipulated or synthetically generated. The approaches to image

and video veri�cation detailed in the �rst Veri�cation Handbook, as well as in First Draft’s resources related to

visual veri�cation all apply. Finally, journalists need to understand we’re already in an environment where falsely

claiming that something is a deepfake is increasingly common. That means the ability to verify a photo or video’s

authenticity is just as important as being able to prove it has been manipulated.

This chapter expands on these core approaches to verifying deepfakes, but it’s �rst important to have a basic

understanding of deepfakes and synthetic media.

What are deepfakes and synthetic media?

Deepfakes are new forms of audiovisual manipulation that allow people to create realistic simulations of someone’s

face, voice or actions. They enable people to make it seem like someone said or did something they didn’t. They

are getting easier to make, requiring fewer source images to build them, and they are increasingly being

commercialized. Currently, deepfakes overwhelmingly impact women because they’re used to create

nonconsensual sexual images and videos with a speci�c person’s face. But there are fears deepfakes will have a

broader impact across society and in newsgathering and veri�cation processes. 

Deepfakes are just one development within a family of arti�cial intelligence (AI)-enabled techniques for synthetic

media generation. This set of tools and techniques enable the creation of realistic representations of people doing

or saying things they never did, realistic creation of people/objects that never existed, or of events that never

happened.

Synthetic media technology currently enables these forms of manipulation:

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/samgregory
https://lab.witness.org/synthetic-media-and-deep-fakes/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.02877
https://www.fastcompany.com/90230076/the-best-defense-against-deepfakes-ai-might-be-blinking
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2171495-how-can-you-tell-if-a-video-is-a-deepfake-just-look-at-the-eyes/
https://gizmodo.com/most-deepfake-videos-have-one-glaring-flaw-1826869949
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/i-never-said-that-high-tech-deception-of-deepfake-videos/
http://www.verificationhandbook.com/
https://firstdraftnews.org/training/


Add and remove objects within a video.

Alter background conditions in a video. For example, changing the weather to make a video shot in summer

appear as if it was shot in winter.

Simulate and control a realistic video representation of the lips, facial expressions or body movement of a

speci�c individual. Although the deepfakes discussion generally focuses on faces, similar techniques are being

applied to full-body movement, or speci�c parts of the face.

Generate a realistic simulation of a speci�c person’s voice.

Modify an existing voice with a “voice skin” of a different gender, or of a speci�c person.

Create a realistic but totally fake photo of a person who does not exist. The same technique can also be

applied less problematically to create fake hamburgers, cats, etc.

Transfer a realistic face from one person to another, aka a deepfake.

These techniques primarily but not exclusively rely on a form of arti�cial intelligence known as deep learning and

what are called Generative Adversarial Networks, or GANs.

To generate an item of synthetic media content, you begin by collecting images or source video of the person or

item you want to fake. A GAN develops the fake — be it video simulations of a real person or face-swaps — by

using two networks. One network generates plausible re-creations of the source imagery, while the second

network works to detect these forgeries. This detection data is fed back to the network engaged in the creation of

forgeries, enabling it to improve.

As of late 2019, many of these techniques — particularly the creation of deepfakes — continue to require

signi�cant computational power, an understanding of how to tune your model, and often signi�cant

postproduction CGI to improve the �nal result. However, even with current limitations, humans are already being

tricked by simulated media. As an example, research from the FaceForensics++ project showed that people could

not reliably detect current forms of lip movement modi�cation, which are used to match someone’s mouth to a new

audio track. This means humans are not inherently equipped to detect synthetic media manipulation.

It should also be noted that audio synthesis is advancing faster than expected and becoming commercially

available. For example, the Google Cloud Text-to-Speech API enables you to take a piece of text and convert it to

audio with a realistic sounding human voice. Recent research has also focused on the possibility of doing text to

combined video/audio edits in an interview video.

On top of that, all the technical and commercialization trends indicate that it will continue to become easier and

less expensive to make convincing synthetic media. For example, the below image shows how quickly face

generation technology has advanced. 

https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/docs/wavenet
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3323028


Because of the cat-and-mouse nature of these networks, they improve over time as data on successful forgeries

and successful detection is fed through them. This requires strong caution about the effectiveness of detection

methods.

The current deepfake and synthetic media landscape

Deepfakes and synthetic media are — as yet — not widespread outside of nonconsensual sexual imagery.

DeepTrace Lab’s report on their prevalence as of September 2019 indicates that over 95% of the deepfakes were

of this type, either involving celebrities, porn actresses or ordinary people. Additionally, people have started to

challenge real content, dismissing it as a deepfake.

In workshops led by WITNESS, we reviewed potential threat vectors with a range of civil society participants,

including grassroots media, professional journalists and fact-checkers, as well as misinformation and

disinformation researchers and OSINT specialists. They prioritized areas where new forms of manipulation might

expand existing threats, introduce new threats, alter existing threats or reinforce other threats. They identi�ed

threats to journalists, fact-checkers and open-source investigators, and potential attacks on their processes. They

also highlighted the challenges around “it’s a deepfake” as a rhetorical cousin to “it’s fake news.”

In all contexts, they noted the importance of viewing deepfakes in the context of existing approaches to fact-

checking and veri�cation. Deepfakes and synthetic media will be integrated into existing conspiracy and

disinformation campaigns, drawing on evolving tactics (and responses) in that area, they said.

Here are some speci�c threats they highlighted:

Journalists and civic activists will have their reputation and credibility attacked, building on existing forms

of online harassment and violence that predominantly target women and minorities. A number of attacks

using modi�ed videos have already been made on women journalists, as in the case of the prominent Indian

journalist Rana Ayyub.

Public �gures will face nonconsensual sexual imagery and gender-based violence as well as other uses of

so-called credible doppelgangers. Local politicians may be particularly vulnerable, as they have plentiful

images but less of the institutional structure around them as national-level politicians to help defend against a

https://deeptracelabs.com/mapping-the-deepfake-landscape/
https://lab.witness.org/synthetic-media-and-deep-fakes/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/22/opinion/india-journalists-slut-shaming-rape.html


synthetic media attack. They also often are key sources in news coverage that bubbles up from local to

national.

Appropriation of known brands with falsi�ed in-video editing or other ways in which a news, government,

corporate or NGO brand might be falsely attached to a piece of content.

Attempts to plant manipulated user generated content into the news cycle, combined with other techniques

such as source-hacking or sharing manipulated content to journalists at key moments. Typically, the goal is to

get journalists to propagate the content.

Utilization of newsgathering/reporting process weaknesses such as single-camera remote broadcasts (as

noted by the Reuters UGC team) and gathering material in hard-to-verify contexts such as war zones or other

places.

As deepfakes become more common and easier to make at volume, they will contribute to a �re hose of

falsehood that �oods media veri�cation and fact-checking agencies with content they have to verify or

debunk. This could overload and distract them.

Pressure will be on newsgathering and veri�cation organizations to prove that something is true, as well

as to prove that something is not falsi�ed. Those in power will have the opportunity to use plausible

deniability on content by declaring it is deepfaked.

A starting point for verifying deepfakes

Given the nature of both media forensics and emerging deepfakes technologies, we have to accept that the

absence of evidence that something was tampered with will not be conclusive proof that media has not been

tampered with.

Journalists and investigators need to establish a mentality of measured skepticism around photos, videos and

audio. They must assume that these forms of media will be challenged more frequently as knowledge and fear of

deepfakes increases. It’s also essential to develop a strong familiarity with media forensics tools.

With that in mind, an approach to analyzing and verifying deepfakes and synthetic media manipulation should

include:

1. Reviewing the content for synthetic media-derived telltale glitches or distortions.

2. Applying existing video veri�cation and forensics approaches.

3. Utilizing emerging new AI-based approaches and emerging forensics approaches when available.

Reviewing for telltale glitches or distortions

This is the least robust approach to identifying deepfakes and other synthetic media modi�cations, particularly

given the evolving nature of the technology. That said, poorly made deepfakes or synthetic content may present

some evidence of visible errors. Things to look in a deepfake for include:

Potential distortions at the forehead/hairline or as a face moves beyond a �xed �eld of motion.

Lack of detail on the teeth.

Excessively smooth skin.

Absence of blinking.

A static speaker without any real movement of head or range of expression.

Glitches when a person turns from facing forward to sideways.

https://datasociety.net/output/source-hacking-media-manipulation-in-practice/
https://www.reuters.com/article/rpb-deepfake/making-a-deepfake-how-creating-our-own-synthetic-video-helped-us-learn-to-spot-one-idUSKBN1QS2FO


Some of these glitches are currently more likely to be visible on a frame-by-frame analysis, so extracting a series

of frames to review individually can help. This will not be the case for the frontal-lateral movement glitches —

these are best seen in a sequence, so you should do both approaches.

Applying existing video veri�cation approaches

As with other forms of media manipulation and shallowfakes, such as miscontextualized or edited videos, you

should ground your approach in well-established veri�cation practices. Existing OSINT veri�cation practices are

still relevant, and a good starting point is the chapters and case studies in the �rst Handbook dedicated to image

and video veri�cation. Since most deepfakes or modi�cations are currently not fully synthesized but instead rely on

making changes in a source video, you can use frames from a video to look for other versions using a reverse

image search. You can also check the video to see if the landscape and landmarks are consistent with images of

the same location in Google Street View.

Similarly, approaches based on understanding how content is shared, by who, and how may reveal information

about whether to trust an image or video. The fundamentals of determining source, date, time and motivation of a

piece of content are essential to determining whether it documents a real event or person. (For a basic grounding

in this approach, see this First Draft guide.) And as always, it’s essential to contact the person or people featured in

the video to seek comment, and to see if they can provide concrete information to support or refute its authenticity.

New tools are also being developed by government, academics, platforms and journalistic innovation labs to assist

with the detection of synthetic media, and to broaden the availability of media forensics tools. In most cases, these

tools should be viewed as signals to complement your best-practices based veri�cation approach.

Tools such as InVID and Forensically help with both provenance-based image veri�cation and limited forensic

analysis.

Free tools in this area of work include:

FotoForensics: An image forensics tool that includes the capacity for Error Level Analysis to see where

elements of an image might have been added.

Forensically: A suite of tools for detecting cloning, error level analysis, image metadata and a number of other

functions.

InVID: A web browser extension that enables you to fragment videos into frames, perform reverse image

search across multiple search engines, enhance and explore frames and images through a magnifying lens,

and to apply forensic �lters on still images.

Reveal Image Veri�cation Assistant: A tool with a range of image tampering detection algorithms, plus

metadata analysis, GPS geolocation, EXIF thumbnail extraction and integration with reverse image search via

Google.

Ghiro: An open-source online digital forensics tool.

Note that almost all of these are designed for veri�cation of images, not video. This is a weakness in the forensics

space, so for videos it is still necessary to extract single images for analysis, which InVID can help with. These

tools will be most effective with higher resolution, noncompressed videos that, for example, had video objects

removed or added within them. Their utility will decrease the more a video has been compressed, resaved or

shared across different social media and video-sharing platforms.

If you’re looking for emerging forensics tools to deal with existing visual forensics issues as well as eventually

deepfakes, one option is to look at the tools being shared by academics. One of the leading research centers at the

University of Napoli provides online access to their code for, among other areas, detecting camera �ngerprints

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/613172/deepfakes-shallowfakes-human-rights/
http://verificationhandbook.com/book/chapter4.php
http://verificationhandbook.com/book/chapter5.php
https://firstdraftnews.org/en/education/curriculum-resource/2-verification-process/
http://fotoforensics.com/
https://29a.ch/photo-forensics/#forensic-magnifier
https://www.invid-project.eu/tools-and-services/invid-verification-plugin/
http://reveal-mklab.iti.gr/reveal/index.html
http://www.getghiro.org/
http://www.grip.unina.it/research/83-multimedia_forensics.html
https://grip-unina.github.io/noiseprint/


(Noiseprint), detecting image splices (Splicebuster) and detecting copy-move and removal detection in video.

As synthetic media advances, new forms of manual and automatic forensics will be re�ned and integrated into

existing veri�cation tools utilized by journalists and fact-�nders as well as potentially into platform-based

approaches. It’s important that journalists work to stay up to date on the available tools, while also not becoming

overly reliant upon them.

Emerging AI-based and media forensics approaches

As of early 2020, there are no tested, commercially available GAN-based detection tools. But we should anticipate

that some will enter the market for journalists either as plug-ins or as tools on platforms in 2020. For a current

survey of the state-of-�eld in media forensics including these tools you should read Luisa Verdoliva’s ‘Media

Forensics and Deepfakes: An overview’.

These tools will generally rely on having training data (examples) of GAN-based synthetic media, and then being

able to use this to detect other examples that are produced using the same or similar techniques. As an example,

forensics programs such as FaceForensics++ generate fakes using existing consumer deepfakes tools and then

use these large volumes of fake images as training data for algorithms to perform fake detection. This means they

might not be effective on the latest forgery methods and techniques.

These tools will be much more suited to detection of GAN-generated media than current forensic techniques. They

will also supplement new forms of media forensics tools that deal better with advances in synthesis. However,

they will not be foolproof, given the adversarial nature of how synthetic media evolves. A key takeaway is that any

indication of synthesis should be double-checked and corroborated with other veri�cation approaches.

Deepfakes and synthetic media are evolving fast and the technologies are becoming more broadly available,

commercialized and easy to use. They need less source content to create a forgery than you might expect. While

new technologies for detection emerge and are integrated into platforms and into journalist/OSINT-facing tools,

the best way to approach veri�cation is using existing approaches to image/video, and complement these with

forensics tools that can detect image manipulation. Trusting the human eye is not a robust strategy!

http://www.grip.unina.it/research/83-multimedia_forensics.html
http://www.grip.unina.it/research/83-multimedia_forensics.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.06564
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.09179


7. Monitoring and Reporting Inside Closed
Groups and Messaging Apps
Written by: Claire Wardle

Claire Wardle leads the strategic direction and research for First Draft, a global non-pro�t that supports

journalists, academics and technologists working to address challenges relating to trust and truth in the digital

age. She has been a Fellow at the Shorenstein Center for Media, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard's Kennedy

School, the Research Director at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University's Graduate School of

Journalism and head of social media for UNHR, the United Nations Refugee Agency.

In March 2019, Mark Zuckerberg talked about Facebook’s “pivot to privacy,” which meant the company was going

to emphasize Facebook groups, as a recognition that people were increasingly drawn to communicating with a

smaller number of people in private spaces. Over the last few years, the importance of smaller groups for social

communication has been clear to those of us working in this space.

In this chapter, I will explain the different platforms and applications, talk about the challenges of monitoring these

spaces, and end with a discussion of the ethics of doing this type of work.

Different platforms and applications

Recent research by We Are Social shows the continuous dominance of Facebook and YouTube, but the next three

most popular platforms are WhatsApp, FB Messenger and WeChat.

In many regions around the world, chat apps are now the dominant source of news for many consumers,

particularly WhatsApp, for example, in Brazil, India and Spain.

Certainly, WhatsApp and FB Messenger are popular globally, but in certain countries, alternatives are dominant.

For example, in Iran, it is Telegram. It’s Line in Japan, KakaoTalk in South Korea and WeChat in China.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/cward1e
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mark-zuckerberg/a-privacy-focused-vision-for-social-networking/10156700570096634/


All these sites have slightly different functionality, in terms of encryption, group or broadcast features, and

additional options such as in-app commerce opportunities.

Closed Facebook groups

There are three types of Facebook Groups: Open, Closed and Hidden.

Open groups can be found in search and anyone can join.

Closed groups can be found in search but you have to apply to join.

Hidden groups cannot be found in search and you have to be invited to join.

Increasingly, people are congregating on Facebook groups, partly because they’re being pushed by Facebook’s

algorithm but also because people are choosing to spend time with people they already know, or people who

share their perspective or interest.

Discord

According to Statista, in July 2019, Discord had 250 million monthly active users (for comparison, Snap had 294

million, Viber had 260 million and Telegram had 200 million). Discord is popular with the gaming community, but in

recent years, it has also become known as a site where people congregate in “servers” (a form of group in

Discord) to coordinate disinformation campaigns.

One aspect of Discord and some closed Facebook groups is that you will be asked questions before you are

accepted into that group. These questions might be about your profession, your religion, your political beliefs or

your attitudes toward certain social issues.

Encryption, groups and channels

One reason these platforms and applications have become so popular is that they offer different levels of

encryption. WhatsApp and Viber are currently the most secure, offering end to end encryption. Others, like

Telegram, FB Messenger and Line, offer encryption if you turn it on. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/258749/most-popular-global-mobile-messenger-apps/


Certain apps have groups or channels where information is shared to large numbers of people. The largest

WhatsApp group can hold 256 people. FB Messenger groups hold 250. In Telegram, a group can be private or

publicly searchable, and can hold 200. Once it hits that number it can be converted into a supergroup and up to

75,000 people can join. Telegram also has channels, a broadcast capability inside an app. You can subscribe to a

channel and see what’s being posted there, but you can’t post your own content in response.

Ongoing monitoring

There is no doubt that misinformation circulates on closed messaging apps. It is dif�cult to independently assess

whether there is more misinformation on these platforms than on social media sites, because there is no way of

seeing what is being shared. But we know it is a problem, as high-pro�le cases from India, France and Indonesia

have shown us. And in the U.S., during the shootings in El Paso and Dayton in August 2019, there were examples

of rumors and falsehoods circulating on Telegram and FB Messenger.

The question is whether journalists, researchers, fact-checkers, health workers and humanitarians should be in

these closed groups to monitor for misinformation. If they should be in these groups, how should they go about

their work in a way that is ethical and keeps them safe?

While there are signi�cant challenges to doing this work, it is possible. However, keep in mind that many people

who use these apps are doing so speci�cally so they will not be monitored. They use them because they are

encrypted. They expect a certain level of privacy. This should be central to anyone working in these spaces. Even

though you can join and monitor these spaces, it’s paramount to be aware of the responsibility you have to the

participants in these groups, who often do not understand what is possible.

Techniques for searching

Searching for these groups can be dif�cult, as there are different protocols for each. For Facebook groups, you can

search for topics within Facebook search and �lter by groups. If you want to use more advanced Boolean search

operators, search on Google using your keywords and then add site:facebook.com/groups.

For Telegram, you can search in the app if you have an Android phone, but not if you have an iPhone. There are

desktop applications like https://www.telegram-group.com/. Similarly for Discord, there are sites such as

https://disboard.org/search

Decisions around joining and participating

As mentioned, some of these groups will ask questions to secure entry. Before trying this, you should talk to your

editor or manager about how to answer these questions. Will you be truthful about who you are and why you are

in the group? Is there a way to join by staying deliberately vague? If not, how can you justify that decision to hide

your identity (this might be necessary if you are joining a group that could jeopardize your safety if you identify

yourself as a journalist). If you gain access will you contribute in any way, or just “lurk” to �nd information you can

corroborate elsewhere?

Decisions about automatically collecting content from groups

It is possible to �nd “open” groups by searching for links that are posted to other sites. These then appear in

search engines. It is then possible to use computational methods to automatically collect the content from these

groups. Researchers monitoring elections in Brazil and India have done this, and I know anecdotally of other

organizations doing similar work.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/pranavdixit/whatsapp-destroyed-village-lynchings-rainpada-india
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/27/europe/paris-fake-kidnapping-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/fake-news-sparks-fear-among-indonesia-quake-victims-11976664?utm_source=First+Draft+Subscribers&utm_campaign=28ae27481b-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_09_10_11_59_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_2f24949eb0-28ae27481b-263607053&mc_cid=28ae27481b&mc_eid=59950dd586
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/telegram-disinformation-fake-news
https://www.telegram-group.com/
https://disboard.org/search


This technique allows organizations to monitor multiple groups simultaneously, which is often impossible

otherwise. A key point is that only a small percentage of groups are �ndable this way, and they tend to be groups

desperate for wide membership, so are not representative of all groups. It also raises ethical �ags for me

personally. However, there are guardrails that can be employed by securing the data, not sharing with others, and

de-identifying messages. We need cross-industry protocols about doing this type of work.

Tiplines

The other technique is to set up a tipline, where you encourage the public to send you content. The key to a tipline

is having a simple, clear call to action, and that you explain how you intend to use that content. Is it simply for

monitoring trends, or are you going to reply to them with a debunk once you’ve investigated what they’re sent

you?

Returning to the ethical questions, which impact so much around working with closed messaging apps, it’s

important that you’re not just “taking” content, or in other words being extractive. And putting ethics aside for one

minute, all the research shows that if audiences don’t know how their tips are being used, they are signi�cantly

less likely to keep sending them in. People are more willing to help if they feel like they’re being treated like

partners.

The other aspect, however, is how easy it is to game tiplines by sending in hoax content, or by one individual or

small group sending in lots of the same content to make it appear to be a bigger problem that it is.

Ethics of reporting from closed messaging groups

Once you’ve found content, the question is how to report on it. Should you be transparent about how you found it?

As part of their community guidelines, many groups ask that what is discussed in a group does not get shared

more widely. If the group is full of disinformation, what will be the impact of your reporting on it? Can you

corroborate what you have found in other groups or online spaces? If you report, might you put your own safety, or

that of your colleagues or family at risk? Remember that doxxing journalists and researchers (or worse) is part of

the playbook for some of the darker groups online.

Conclusions

Reporting from and about closed messaging apps and groups is full of challenges, yet those sources will become

increasingly important as spaces where information is shared. As a �rst step, think about the questions outlined in

this chapter, talk to your colleagues and editors, and if you don’t have guidelines in your newsroom about this type

of reporting, start working on some. There are no standard rules on how to do this. It depends on the story, the

platform, the reporter and a newsroom’s editorial guidelines. But it is important that all the details are considered

before you start this kind of reporting.



7a. Case Study: Bolsonaro at the Hospital
Written by: Sérgio Lüdtke

Sérgio Lüdtke is a journalist and editor of Projeto Comprova, a coalition of 24 media organizations working

collaboratively to investigate rumors about public policy in Brazil. 

In 2018, Comprova reviewed suspicious content shared on social media and messaging apps about the

presidential elections in Brazil.

On Sept. 6, 2018, a month before Brazil's presidential election, far-right candidate Jair Bolsonaro held a campaign

event in downtown Juiz de Fora, a city of 560,000 people 200 kilometers from Rio de Janeiro.

It had been a week since Bolsonaro became the leader in the �rst-round polls for the Brazilian presidential

election. He took the �rst position after the candidacy of former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, the previously

isolated leader in the polls, was barred by the Superior Electoral Court.

Bolsonaro, however, was losing in the runoff simulations to three of the four closest candidates in the polls.

Bolsonaro’s situation was worrisome, since he had only two 9-second daily blocks in the free electoral broadcasts

on TV. Brazilian electoral rules require radio and TV stations to give free time to political parties to publicize their

proposals. This time is distributed according to the number of seats won by each party in the last election of the

House of Representatives. Bolsonaro’s lack of seats meant very little free airtime. As a result, he had to rely on his

supporters on social networks and make direct contact with voters on the streets.

In Juiz de Fora, as in other cities he visited before, Bolsonaro participated in a march by being carried on the

shoulders by his supporters. He was trailed by a crowd of admirers when the march was suddenly interrupted. In

the middle of the crowd, a man reached out and stabbed the candidate. The knife left a deep wound in

Bolsonaro’s abdomen — and opened a Pandora’s Box on social networks.

Rumors and conspiracy theories spread, with some accusing Adélio Bispo de Oliveira, the man who stabbed

Bolsonaro, of being linked to the party of former President Dilma Rousseff, who was removed from of�ce in 2016.

Fake photos showed the attacker standing next to Lula. That Bispo had been af�liated with the left-wing Partido

Socialismo e Liberdade (PSOL), and his lawyers’ refusal to say who was paying their fees only served to feed the

conspiratorial claims.

At the same time, videos and messages that tried to undercut Bolsonaro gained traction on social media platforms.

Some of the malicious content claimed the stabbing was staged, that Bolsonaro had actually been in hospital to

treat cancer, and that the photos published showing the surgery had been forged.

The stabbing gave Bolsonaro a reason to withdraw from campaign activities, but earned him a better position in

the polls. (Eventually, of course, Bolsonaro won the election.)

On Sept. 19, nearly two weeks after the attack, Eleições sem Fake, a WhatsApp group monitoring program

created by the University of Minas Gerais, identi�ed an audio recording that was making the rounds. The audio

was shared by 16 of nearly 300 groups monitored by the project; some were Bolsonaro supporters.

That same day our organization, Comprova, began to receive, also by WhatsApp, requests from readers to verify

the integrity of the recording.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/ludtke


In the audio, which was just over one minute long, an angry man with a voice that resembles that of Bolsonaro

argued with someone appearing to be his son, Eduardo, and complains about being kept in the hospital. On the

recording, the man said he can no longer stand “this theater,” suggesting that it was all an act.

That day, Bolsonaro was still a patient to the Semi-Intensive Care Unit at Albert Einstein Hospital in São Paulo. The

medical report said he had no fever, was receiving intravenous nutrition, and had recovered bowel function.

Comprova could not �nd the original source of the recording. The audio primarily spread through WhatsApp at a

time when �les could still be shared in up to 20 conversations. This enabled it to spread rapidly, and soon make its

way to other social networks. It became impossible to track it back to the original source. (WhatsApp has since

restricted the number of groups you can forward a message to.)

Unable to identify the author(s) of the recording, Comprova focused on a more conventional investigation, and

requested the help of an expert report from Instituto Brasileiro de Perícia (the Brazilian Institute of Forensics).

Experts compared the viral recording with Bolsonaro’s voice in an April 2018 interview and concluded that the

voice of the candidate was not the voice on the recording bring shared on social networks.

The experts made a qualitative analysis of the voice, speech and language markers of the man who spoke in the

recording. Then they compared these parameters in each voice and speech sample. In this analysis, they

investigated vowel and consonant patterns, speech rhythm and speed, intonation patterns, voice quality and

habits presented by the speaker, as well as the use of speci�c words and grammatical rules.

For example, the below image shows a frequency analysis of “formants,” the name of the pitches produced by

vibrations of the vocal tract, the cavity where the sound produced at the larynx is �ltered. The air inside the vocal

tract vibrates at different pitches, depending on its size and shape of the opening. The image shows a frequency

analysis of the formants using the vowels “a,” “e” and “o.” The green vowels correspond to the audio sample we

obtained on WhatsApp, and the blue vowels correspond to a sample taken from an interview given by Bolsonaro

a few days before the attack on him.

Additional analysis found that the speaker in the WhatsApp audio was found to have a typical accent from the

countryside of the state of São Paulo. But this did not appear in Bolsonaro’s speech patterns. Differences in

resonance, articulation, speech rate and phonetic deviation were detected in the compared samples.

Comprova consulted a second expert. This professional also concluded that the voice in the recording differed

from Bolsonaro’s for several reasons. He said the tone of the voice appeared to be a little more acute than

Bolsonaro’s. He noted the pace of speech was also faster than another video recorded by the candidate at the

hospital.



Another element that reinforced the conclusion that the audio was fake is the poor quality of the recording.

According to experienced experts, this is a typical phony trick: Lowering the resolution of audios, videos and

photos make analyzing them more dif�cult.

In terms of Bolsonaro’s response, his sons, Flavio and Carlos, posted on social media to say the audio was “fake

news.”

If this audio went viral today, it would probably be harder to believe that the voice belonged to Bolsonaro. Before

the election, with only 18 seconds a day on TV and his missing the campaign debates due to hospitalization and

treatment, the current president’s voice was not so well known. That created an opportunity for a faked audio

recording to fool many.

More than a year later, however, it is still dif�cult to understand why groups in favor of Bolsonaro or campaigning

for his candidacy shared this audio, which, if proved authentic, could have destroyed his candidacy. We will never

fully know why these groups so eagerly shared this content. Even so, it’s a powerful reinforcement of the fact that

a piece of content that makes an explosive claim will spread rapidly across social media.



8. Investigating websites
Written by: Craig Silverman

Craig Silverman is the media editor of BuzzFeed News, where he leads a global beat covering platforms, online

misinformation and media manipulation. He previously edited the “Veri�cation Handbook” and the “Veri�cation

Handbook for Investigative Reporting,” and is the author of “Lies, Damn Lies, and Viral Content: How News

Websites Spread (and Debunk) Online Rumors, Unveri�ed Claims and Misinformation.”

Websites are used by those engaged in media manipulation to earn revenue, collect emails and other personal

information, or otherwise establish an online beachhead. Journalists must understand how to investigate a web

presence, and, when possible, connect it to a larger operation that may involve social media accounts, apps,

companies or other entities.

Remember that text, images or the entire site itself may disappear over time — especially after you start

contacting people and asking questions. A best practice is to use the Wayback Machine to save important pages

on your target website as part of your work�ow. If a page won’t save properly there, use a tool such as

archive.today. This ensures you can link to archived pages as proof of what you found, and avoid directly linking to

a site spreading mis/disinformation. (Hunchly is a great paid tool for creating your own personal archive of

webpages automatically while you work.) These archiving tools are also essential for investigating what a website

has looked like over time. I also recommend installing the Wayback Machine browser extension so it’s easy to

archive pages and look at earlier versions.

Another useful browser extension is Ghostery, which will show you the trackers present on a webpage. This helps

you quickly identify whether a site uses Google Analytics and/or Google AdSense IDs, which will help with one of

the techniques outlined below.

This chapter will look at four categories to analyze when investigating a website: content, code, analytics,

registration and connected elements.

Content

Most websites tell you at least a bit about what they are. Whether on a dedicated About page, a description in the

footer or somewhere else, this is a good place to start. At the same time, a lack of clear information could be a hint

the site was created in haste, or is trying to conceal details about its ownership and purpose. 

Along with reading any basic “about” text, perform a thorough review of content on a website, with an eye toward

determining who’s running it, what the purpose is, and whether it’s part of a larger network or initiative. Some

things to look for:

Does it identify the owner or any corporate entity on its about page? Also note if it doesn’t have an About

page.

Does it list a company or person in a copyright notice at the very bottom of the homepage or any other page?

Does it list any names, addresses or corporate entities in the privacy policy or terms and conditions? Are those

names or companies different from what’s listed on the footer, about page or other places on the site?

If the site publishes articles, note the bylines and if they are clickable links. If so, see if they lead to an author

page with more information, such as a bio or links to the writer’s social accounts.

Does the site feature related social accounts? These could be in the form of small icons at the top, bottom or

side of the homepage, or an embed inviting you to like its Facebook page, for example. If the page shows icons

for platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, hover your mouse over them and look at the bottom left of your

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/craigsilverman
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/author/craigsilverman
https://towcenter.columbia.edu/news/lies-damn-lies-and-viral-content-how-news-websites-spread-and-debunk-online-rumors-unverified
https://archive.org/
http://archive.today/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wayback-machine/fpnmgdkabkmnadcjpehmlllkndpkmiak
https://www.ghostery.com/products/


browser window to see the URL they lead to. Often, a hastily created website will not bother to �ll in the

speci�c social pro�le IDs in a website’s template. In that case, you’ll just see the link show up as facebook.com/

with no username.

Does the site list any products, clients, testimonials or other people or companies that may have a connection

and be worth looking into?

Be sure to dig beyond the homepage. Click on all main menus and scroll down to the footer to �nd other pages

worth visiting.

An important part of examining the content is to see if it’s original. Has text from the site’s About page or other

general text been copied from elsewhere? Is the site spreading false or misleading information, or helping push a

speci�c agenda?

In 2018 I investigated a large digital advertising fraud scheme that involved mobile apps and content websites, as

well as shell companies, fake employees and fake companies. I ultimately found more than 35 websites connected

to the scheme. One way I identi�ed many of the sites was by copying the text on one site’s About page and

pasting it into the Google search box. I instantly found roughly 20 sites with the exact same text:

The fraudsters running the scheme also created websites for their front companies to help them appear legitimate

when potential partners at ad networks visited to perform due diligence. One example was a company called

Atoses. Its homepage listed several employees with headshots. Yandex’s reverse image search (the best image

search for faces) quickly revealed that several of them were stock images:

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/how-a-massive-ad-fraud-scheme-exploited-android-phones-to
http://archive.vn/8W5tW


Atoses also had this text in the footer of its site: “We craft beautifully useful, connected ecosystems that grow

businesses and build enduring relationships between online media and users.”

That same text appears on the sites of at least two marketing agencies:

If a company is using stock images for employees and plagiarized text on its site, you know it’s not what it claims

to be.

It’s also a good idea to copy and paste text from articles on a site and enter them into Google or another search

engine. Sometimes, a site that claims to be a source of news is just plagiarizing real outlets.

In 2019, I came across a site called forbesbusinessinsider.com that appeared to be a news site covering the tech

industry. In reality it was mass plagiarizing articles from a wide variety of outlets, including, hilariously, an article I

wrote about fake local websites.

Another basic step is to take the URL of a site and search it in Google. For example, “forbesbusinessinsider.com.”

This will give you a sense of how many of the site’s pages have been indexed, and may also bring up examples of

other people reporting on or otherwise talking about the site. You can also check if the site is listed in Google News

by loading the main page of Google News and entering “forbesbusinessinsider.com” in the search box.

Another tip is to take the site URL and paste it into search bars at Twitter.com or Facebook.com. This will show you

if people are linking to the site. During one investigation, I came across a site, dentondaily.com. Its homepage

showed only a few articles from early 2020, but when I searched the domain on Twitter, I saw that it had

previously pumped out plagiarized content, which had caused people to notice and complain. These older stories

were deleted from the site, but the tweets provided evidence of its previous behavior.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/fake-local-news-sites-albany-edmonton


Once you’ve dug into the content of a website, it’s time to understand how it spreads. We’ll look at two tools for

this: BuzzSumo and CrowdTangle.

In 2016, I worked with researcher Lawrence Alexander to look at American political news sites being run from

overseas. We soon zeroed in on sites run out of Veles, a town in North Macedonia. We used domain registration

details (more on that below) to identify more than 100 U.S. political sites run from that town. I wanted to get a

sense of how popular their content was, and what kind of stories they were publishing. I took the URLs of several

sites that seemed to be the most active and created a search for them in BuzzSumo, a tool that can show a list of

a website’s content ranked by how much engagement it received on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Reddit. (It

has a free version, though the paid product offers far more results.)

I immediately saw that the articles from these sites with the most engagement on Facebook were completely

false. This provided us with key information and an angle that was different from previous reporting. The below

image shows the basic BuzzSumo search results screen, which lists the Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Reddit

engagements for a speci�c site, as well as some sample false stories from 2016:

https://buzzsumo.com/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/how-macedonia-became-a-global-hub-for-pro-trump-misinfo


Another way to identify how a website’s content is spreading on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Reddit is to

install the free CrowdTangle browser extension, or use its web-based link search tool. Both offer the same

functionality, but let’s work with the web version. (These tools are free, but you need a Facebook account for

access.)

The key difference between BuzzSumo and CrowdTangle is that you can enter the URL of a site in BuzzSumo and

it will automatically bring up the most-engaged content on that site. CrowdTangle is used to check a speci�c URL

on a site. So if you enter buzzfeednews.com, in CrowdTangle, it’s going to show you engagement stats only for

that homepage, whereas BuzzSumo will scan across the entire domain for its top content. Another difference is

that CrowdTangle’s link search tool and extension will show Twitter engagements only from the past seven days.

BuzzSumo provides a count of all-time shares on Twitter for articles on the site.

As an example, I entered the URL of an old, false story about a boil water advisory in Toronto into CrowdTangle

Link Search. (The site later deleted the story but the URL is still active as of this writing.) CrowdTangle shows that

this URL received more than 20,000 reactions, comments and shares on Facebook since being published. It also

shows some of the pages and public groups that shared the link, and offers the option to view similar data for

Instagram, Reddit and Twitter. Remember: The Twitter tab will show tweets only from the past seven days.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/crowdtangle-link-checker/klakndphagmmfkpelfkgjbkimjihpmkh?hl=en
https://apps.crowdtangle.com/search/home
https://canada-eh.info/part-of-toronto-is-under-a-boil-water-advisory-after-dangerous-e-coli-bacteria-found-in-the-water11/


Note that the high number of total Facebook interactions is not really re�ected in the small list of pages and groups

we see. This is at least partly because some of the key pages that spread the link when it was �rst published were

later removed by Facebook. This is a useful reminder that CrowdTangle shows data only from active accounts,

and it won’t show you every public account that shared a given URL. It’s a selection, but is still incredibly useful

because it often reveals a clear connection between speci�c social media accounts and a website. If the same

Facebook page is consistently — or exclusively — sharing content from a site, that may signal they’re run by the

same people. Now you can dig into the page to compare information with the site and potentially identify the

people involved and their motivations. Some of the Facebook link share results listed in CrowdTangle may also be

of people sharing the article in a Facebook group. Note the account that shared the link, and see if they’ve spread

other content from the site. Again, there could be a connection.

Registration

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/canadian-websites-and-facebook-pages-run-overseas


Every domain name on the web is part of a central database that stores basic information about its creation and

history. In some cases, we also get lucky and �nd information about the person or entity that paid to register a

domain. We can pull up this information with a whois search, which is offered by many free tools. There are also a

handful of great free and low-priced tools that can bring up additional information, such as who has owned a

domain over time, the servers it’s been hosted on, and other useful details.

One caveat is that it’s relatively inexpensive to pay to have your personal information privacy protected when you

register a domain. If you do a whois search on a domain and the result lists something such as “Registration

Private,” “WhoisGuard Protected,” or “Perfect Privacy LLC” as the registrant, that means it’s privacy protected.

Even in those cases, a whois search will still tell us the date the domain was most recently registered, when it will

expire and the IP address on the internet where the site is hosted.

DomainBigData is one of the best free tools for investigating a domain name and its history. You can also enter in

an email or person or company name to search by that data instead of a URL. Other affordable services you may

want to bookmark are DNSlytics, Security Trails and Whoisology. A great but more expensive option is the Iris

investigations product from DomainTools.

For example, if we enter dentondaily.com into DomainBigData, we can see it’s been privacy protected. It lists the

registrant name as “Whoisguard Protected.” Fortunately, we can still see that it was most recently registered in

August 2019.

https://domainbigdata.com/
https://dnslytics.com/
https://securitytrails.com/
https://whoisology.com/
https://www.domaintools.com/
https://domainbigdata.com/


For another example, let’s search newsweek.com in DomainBigData. We immediately see that the owner has not

paid for privacy protection. There’s the name of a company, an email address, phone and fax numbers. 



We also see that this entity has owned the domain since May 1994, and that the site is currently hosted at the IP

address 52.201.10.13. The next thing to note is that the name of the company, the email and the IP address are

each highlighted as links. That means they could lead us to other domains that belong to Newsweek LLC,

domains@ibtimes.com and other websites hosted at that same IP address. These connections are incredibly

important in an investigation, so it’s always important to look at other domains owned by the same person or

entity. 

As for IP addresses, beware that completely unconnected websites can be hosted on the same server. This is

usually because people are using the same hosting company for their websites. A general rule is that the fewer

the websites hosted on the same server, the more likely they may be connected. But it’s not for sure.

If you see hundreds of sites hosted on a server, they may have no ownership connection. But if you see there are

only nine, for example, and the one you’re interested in has private registration information, it’s worth running a

whois search on the eight other domains to see if they might have a common owner, and if it’s possible that

person also owns the site you’re investigating. People may pay for privacy protection on some web domains but

neglect to do it for others.

Connecting sites using IP, content and/or registration information is a fundamental way to identify networks and

the actors behind them.



Now let’s look at another way to link sites using the code of a webpage.

Code and analytics

This approach, �rst discovered by Lawrence Alexander, begins with viewing the source code of a webpage and

then searching within it to see if you can locate a Google Analytics and/or Google AdSense code. These are hugely

popular products from Google that, respectively, enable a site owner to track the stats of a website or earn money

from ads. Once integrated into a site, every webpage will have a unique ID linked to the owner’s Analytics or

AdSense account. If someone is running multiple sites, they often use the same Analytics or AdSense account to

manage them. This provides an investigator with the opportunity to connect seemingly separate sites by �nding

the same ID in the source code. Fortunately, it’s easy to do. 

First, go to your target website. Let’s use dentondaily.com. In Chrome for Mac, select the “View” menu then

“Developer” and “View Source.” This opens a new tab with the page’s source code. (On Chrome for PC, press ctrl-

U.)

All Google Analytics IDs begin with “ua-” and then have a string of numbers. AdSense IDs have “pub-” and a

string of numbers. You can locate then in the source code by simply doing a “�nd” on the page. On a Mac, type

command-F; on a PC it’s ctrl-F. This brings up a small search box. Enter “ua-” or “pub-” and then you’ll see any IDs

within the page.

https://www.bellingcat.com/resources/how-tos/2015/07/23/unveiling-hidden-connections-with-google-analytics-ids/


If you �nd an ID, copy it and paste it into the search box in services such as SpyOnWeb, DNSlytics, NerdyData or

AnalyzeID. Note that you often receive different results from each service, so it’s important to test an ID and

compare the results. In the below image, you can see SpyOnWeb found three domains with the same AdSense ID,

but DNSlytics and AnalyzeID found several more.

Sometimes a site had an ID in the past but it’s no longer present. That’s why it’s essential to use the same view

source approach on any other sites that allegedly have these IDs listed to con�rm they’re present. Note that

AdSense and Analytics IDs are still present in the archived version of a site in the Wayback Machine. So if you

don’t �nd an ID on a live site, be sure to check the Wayback Machine.

All of these services deliver some results for free. But it’s often necessary to pay to receive the full results,

particularly if your ID is present on a high number of other sites.

http://spyonweb.com/
https://dnslytics.com/
https://nerdydata.com/
http://analyzeid.com/


A �nal note on inspecting source code: It’s worth scanning the full page even if you don’t understand HTML,

JavaScript, PHP or other common web programming languages. For example, people sometimes forget to change

the title of a page or website if they reuse the same design template. This simple error can offer a point of

connection.

While investigating the ad fraud scheme with front companies like Atoses, I was interested in a company called

FLY Apps. I looked at the source code of its one-page website and near the top of the site’s code I saw the word

“Loocrum” in plain text (emphasis added):

Googling that word brought up a company called Loocrum that used the exact same website design as FLY Apps,

and had some of the same content. A whois search revealed that the email address used to register loocrum.com

had also been used to register other shell companies I previously identi�ed in the scheme. This connection

between FLY Apps and Loocrum provided important additional evidence that the four men running FLY Apps were

linked to this overall scheme. And it was revealed by simply scrolling through the source code looking for plain text

words that seemed out of place.

Conclusion

Even with all of the above approaches and tools under your belt, you might sometimes feel as though you’ve hit a

dead end. But there’s often another way to �nd connections or avenues for further investigation on a website. Click

every link, study the content, read the source code, see who’s credited the site, see who’s sharing it, and examine

anything else you can think of to reveal what’s really going on.

http://archive.is/lG6hf


9. Analyzing ads on social networks
Written by: Johanna Wild

Johanna Wild is an open-source investigator at Bellingcat, where she also focuses on tech and tool development

for digital investigations. She has an online journalism background and previously worked with journalists in

(post-) con�ict regions. One of her roles was to support journalists in Eastern Africa to produce broadcasts for the

Voice of America.

The ads you see on your social media timeline are not the same that the people sitting next to you on public

transportation see on theirs. Based on factors like your location, gender, age and the things you liked or shared on

the network, you might be shown ads for luxurious holiday suites in Málaga while your neighbor sees ads for

Japanese mobile games.

Microtargeting, categorizing users into target groups to show them ads that �t their life circumstances and

interests, has become a major concern during elections. The worry is that campaigns could target very small slices

of the population with ads that stoke fear or hatred, or that spread false information. In general, ads from

politicians placed on social networks are not subject to fact-checking. Facebook, for instance, reaf�rmed in January

2020 that it will continue to allow any political ad as long as it abides by Facebook’s community standards. This

means speci�c user groups could be targeted with ads that contain disinformation on crucial political or social

topics.

Until recently, it was nearly impossible for journalists and researchers to gain insights into the ads targeted to

different users. In response to public criticism about the lack of transparency, several social networks created ad

libraries that allow anyone to review information about ads published on their platforms.

In particular, Facebook’s library has been accused of not reliably showing all available ads. So whenever you use

these libraries, take some time to check whether all the ads that you see on your timeline can also be found there.

Ad libraries are nevertheless an important step toward more transparency and provide journalists and others

with exciting new ways of investigating digital advertisements. The following techniques will help you get started

on investigating ads placed on major platforms like Google, Twitter and Facebook.

Google

Google’s ads center is well hidden within its Transparency Report. Use this link to access the political advertising

section, which provides information on Google and YouTube ads from the European Union, India and the United

States.

The page for each region shows a list of countries and the total ad spend since the launch of the report.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/JW
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/01/political-ads
https://adtransparency.mozilla.org/eu/log/
https://transparencyreport.google.com/political-ads/home


Click on a country and you will be led to a page containing its ads database:

You can �lter the results by date, the amount of money spent and the number of times an ad is shown to users

(impressions). You can �lter by the format of the ad if you want to view results for video, image or text-based ads.

It’s also easy to �nd the biggest spenders. For example, if you want to view the biggest political ad campaigns

placed in the U.K. since the launch of the report until January 2020, simply change the “sort” category to “spend –

high to low,” as shown below. 



Unsurprisingly, the biggest ad buys came just before and on the day of the General Election, Dec. 12, 2019. You

can also see that the Conservative & Unionist Party invested more than £50,000 each on two YouTube ads that

ran for just one day.

The Labour Party, in contrast, spent more than £50,000 for an ad on Google’s search results pages for a tool it

said could help voters �nd their polling station.

You can also search by keyword. Type in NHS (for National Health Service) and you will see that in November and

December 2019 the Labour Party and the Conservatives purchased Google search ads to criticize each other’s

plans for the NHS.



By clicking on the name of the advertiser, you can also check the total amount of money they’ve spent on Google

ads since the launch of the Transparency Report. Here’s what that looked like for the two leading U.K. political

parties as of January 2020:

You can also view a timeline of their spend. The reports on the left shows the spending pattern for the

Conservative & Unionist Party, and the one on the right is for the Labour Party:



If you want to further analyze the ads database, scroll down until you see a green section called “download data,”

which allows you to download the data in CSV format.

This enables you to import the data into a spreadsheet program like Google Sheets or Excel so you can perform

additional �ltering and analysis.

Facebook

The Facebook ad library is divided into two parts: “All Ads” and “Issue, Electoral or Political.” If you click on “All

Ads,” you can search for speci�c advertisers by name only, instead of also using keywords.

For example, if I want to see ads from Deutschland Kurier, a publication that often publishes content in support of

German far-right party AfD, I can type its name and Facebook will recommend pages with that text:

https://www.facebook.com/ads/library


The results page shows that Deutschland Kurier placed ads worth 3,654 euros in Germany between March 2019

and January 2020.

Once on the results page, make sure to select the correct country for your search (or “all”), and to choose whether

you want to see ads from Facebook, Instagram, Messenger or Facebook Audience Network. Audience Network is

an ad network operated by Facebook that places ads on mobile apps and websites other than Facebook’s own

properties. In most cases, the best choice will be to search across all platforms to get a full picture of an

organization’s ads.

On an individual ad you can click the “See ad details” button to view additional information. 



In this case, Deutschland Kurier spent less than €100 for this ad that calls climate change protesters “child soldiers

of Soros & Co.,” and it had between 5,000 and 10,000 impressions, mostly displayed to men aged 45 and older.

The second option for searching the ads library is to choose “Issue, Electoral or Political” database, which is an

archive of ads about “social issues, elections or politics.” The big advantage of this option is that you can search for

any keyword you like, and these kinds of ads are archived by Facebook.

Let’s look at an example.

Sadhguru is the name of a well-known Indian spiritual �gure who says he’s not associated with any political party.

He has said he sees it as his duty to support any current government “to do their best.” If you type in his name in

the “All Ads” section, Facebook suggests Sadhguru’s personal Facebook page.

This shows us a selection of apolitical ads published by Sadhguru in which he promotes his yoga and meditation

courses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On3Pfh94Bqw


Now let’s type in his name into the “Issue, Electoral or Political” search bar without accepting the Facebook page

suggestions that come up:

The results change drastically. You can now see a collection of ads mentioning Sadhguru’s name published by

other accounts.



One ad from the ruling Indian nationalist party BJP shows a video in which Sadhguru pronounces his support for

the party’s controversial Citizenship Amendment bill. The bill allows unregistered immigrants from some of India’s

neighboring countries to attain Indian citizenship more easily but does not grant the same opportunity to Muslims.

The ad provides one hint to the possible relationship between Sadhguru and BJP, a topic that is widely discussed

in India.

This example shows how to use Facebook’s ad library to add key information to your investigations. You may also

want to have a look at the Facebook Ad library report, which extracts key insights from political ads in different

countries.

Twitter

In late 2019, Twitter decided to ban political advertising from its platform. However, it’s still possible to use the

social network’s ads transparency center to gain information about nonpolitical ads from the past seven days.

Finding ads is cumbersome because there’s no keyword search functionality. To start a search, go to the box in the

upper right corner and type in a speci�c username or handle.

If there were ads in the last seven days, you will now see them listed.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-50670393
https://thewire.in/politics/why-hindutva-nationalists-need-a-sadhguru
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/report/?source=archive-landing-page&country
https://twitter.com/jack/status/1189634360472829952
https://ads.twitter.com/transparency


Searching for The Financial Times, we can see it paid to try to generate more interest in its story “How native

speakers can stop confusing everyone else.” The tweet was sent on Dec. 3, 2019, but the ad information from

Twitter doesn’t detail when this paid promotion exactly ran.

To speed up your searches, you can use a small trick. Once you have conducted a search, take a look at the URL in

your browser:

The URL always uses the same structure, with a Twitter handle at the end. Simply delete the last part and replace

it with another handle:

Refresh the page and you will now see the ads information for Bellingcat. If that account hasn’t run any ads in the

past seven days, you’ll see the message “This account hasn’t promoted any ads in the last seven days.” Since you

can only see ads from the previous seven days, the best thing you can do is to check back frequently to see if an

account of note has run ads, and to take screenshots each time you see new ads.

Snapchat

The “Snap political ads library” offers insights into political, “issue related” or advocacy ads. The latter are de�ned

as “ads concerning issues or organisations that are the subject of debate on a local, national or global level, or are

of public importance.” For instance, topics such as immigration, education or guns.

If you go to the library, you will see a list of years.

https://www.snap.com/en-GB/political-ads
https://www.snap.com/en-GB/ad-policies/political/


Click on one of the years and you can download a spreadsheet with all available information about ads from that

year. The content of the spreadsheet doesn’t look very exciting at �rst sight but it actually is! Each line represents

an ad and it shows you who placed the ad, the amount of money spent on it, and even which characteristics were

chosen to micro target users.

In the example above, the advertiser wanted to target “Adventure Seekers,Arts & Culture Mavens,Beachgoers &

Surfers,Beauty Mavens,Bookworms & Avid Readers,Collegiates,Foodies,Hipsters & Trendsetters,Political News

Watchers,Outdoor & Nature Enthusiasts,Pet & Animal Lovers,Philanthropists,Worldly Travelers,Women's Lifestyle.”

Other platforms do not offer this kind of targeting information in their ad libraries.

You also �nd a URL in the spreadsheet that allows you to see the actual ad. In this example, I found a message

that encouraged people to order free rainbow �ags in support of an upcoming vote in Switzerland related to the

protection against discrimination of LGBT people.

LinkedIn

LinkedIn does not allow political ads on its platform and it does not have an ads library. Luckily, there’s another

way to get insights into a speci�c company’s advertising on the platform.

If you go to the company’s LinkedIn page, you will see a tab called “Ads” at the bottom of the left column.

https://www.linkedin.com/legal/ads-policy#prohibited-content


Click on that tab and LinkedIn will show you a list of all ads published by that company in the previous six months.

Using this feature, it was possible to see that the Epoch Times was still publishing ads on LinkedIn after it had

been banned from doing the same on Facebook. The company’s two ads claimed that “America’s news outlets no

longer provide the truth” and contrasted that claim by presenting The Epoch Times as “independent” and “non-

partisan media.”

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-news/2019/making-advertising-more-transparent-on-linkedin-
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/23/technology/facebook-ads-epoch-times.html


The exact publishing dates are not visible, but you can click on the ad (this will work even if it is not active on

LinkedIn) and sometimes the destination site provides a more concrete date. The �rst Epoch Times ad led to a text

dated as “September 23, 2019” and “Updated: December 18, 2019,” which helped estimate when it might have

been online.

Once you get to know their hidden features, ad libraries are an easy and powerful addition to your digital

investigation arsenal, and an important element to check when investigating a person or entity with a social

media presence.



10. Tracking actors across platforms
Written by Ben Collins

Ben Collins is an NBC News reporter covering disinformation, extremism and the internet. For the past �ve years,

he’s reported on the rise of conspiracy theories, hate communities, foreign manipulation campaigns and platform

failures. He previously worked at The Daily Beast, where his team discovered the accounts, groups and real-life

events created by Russia’s Internet Research Agency troll farm during the 2016 U.S. election.

On August 3, 2019, Patrick Crusius walked into an El Paso Walmart and killed 22 people in a white nationalist-

motivated shooting. But before he entered the store, he posted a manifesto to the /pol/ political discussion board on

8chan.net, an anonymous message board that has in recent years become a gathering place for white

nationalists. The /pol/ boards on 4chan and 8chan are almost entirely unmoderated, and by the summer of 2019,

8chan had become a gathering place of violent white nationalist content and discussion.

Partly because of this, 8chan users would sometimes alert authorities and journalists when a new, violent

manifesto was posted. This was done by adding comments beneath the manifesto itself and through online tip

submissions to media or law enforcement. When the El Paso shooter �rst submitted his manifesto — which initially

went up with the wrong attachment — one user replied “Hello FBI.” The correct manifesto was then posted

directly underneath the comment �agging the FBI.

This sort of self-reporting can be critical information for journalists in the wake of these tragedies. In some cases,

slightly benevolent users will take to more open and mainstream, civilian parts of the web like Reddit and Twitter

to call out manifestos or suspicious posts made before shootings. This is essential because it’s easy to miss a

relevant post or comment on 4chan and 8chan.

Anonymous platforms like 4chan and 8chan play an important role in the online mis- and disinformation and

trolling ecosystem because they’re where people often work together to hatch and coordinate campaigns. Reddit,

another popular place where users are largely anonymous, hosts a diverse array of online communities. Some are

heavily moderated subreddits that can help users trade stories about hobbies or discus news and events; others

are basically free-for-alls where hate can breed unabated. It’s essential for journalists to know how to monitor and

report on all of these communities, and know the intricacies of how they operate.

With that in mind, here are �ve rules to abide when events require you to use 4chan or 8chan (or its newer

iteration 8kun) to inform your reporting:

1. Don’t trust anything on 4chan/8chan.

2. Don’t trust anything on 4chan/8chan.

3. Don’t trust anything on 4chan/8chan.

4. Some useful information pertaining to (or even evidence of) a crime, trolling campaign or disinformation might

be found on 4chan/8chan.

5. Don’t trust anything on 4chan/8chan.

I can’t stress how important it is for reporters to follow rules 1, 2, 3 and 5, even if it prevents them from getting

some of the important juice that could be garnered from number 4. These websites are literally built to troll, spread

innuendo and falsehoods about perceived enemies, push lies about marginalized people, and, occasionally, post

quasi-funny lies framed as true stories about what it’s like to be a teenager.



This is evidenced by the fact they have been used as dumping grounds for manifestos by white nationalist, incel

and other aggrieved young male shooters.

Let’s say it one more time: If it’s on 4chan or 8chan (which we’ll continue to refer to as 8chan from here on out,

despite its merely nominal name change to 8kun), there’s a very good chance it’s a lie meant to sow chaos and

mess with reporters. Don’t go into a thread asking for more details. Don’t post anything, actually. You will be

targeted by people with too much time on their hands.

Con�rming the manifesto

This is why it’s so helpful when members of these communities make an effort to call out manifestos or other

newsworthy content. The “Hello FBI” comment on 8chan is how I found out about the El Paso manifesto’s

existence. Shortly after reports of the shooting, I searched Twitter with the keywords “El Paso 4chan” and “El Paso

8chan.” Searching for “[city name] + [8chan or 4chan or incels.co] or other extremist sites provides a useful

template for any similar event.

My Twitter search revealed that a few users had shared screenshots of the shooter’s 8chan posts, though most

had falsely attributed the post to someone on 4chan. So I needed to look for the post.

What’s the fastest way to search for an 8chan post? Google. In the aftermath of the shooting, I searched for

“site:8ch.net” then added a part of a sentence from the alleged 8chan post from the shooter. (Note: 4chan

automatically deletes posts from its servers after a certain period of time, but there are automatic 4chan archive

sites. The most comprehensive one is called 4plebs.org. Archived 4chan posts can be found by simply replacing

4chan in the URL with 4plebs, and removing the “boards” pre�x. For example:

boards.4chan.org/pol/13561062.html could be found at 4plebs.org/pol/13561062.html.)

During some shootings, it might be bene�cial to try searching for “site:4chan.net + ‘manifesto’ or ‘fbi’” and use

Google’s search options to restrict your time frame to the past 24 hours. Chan users might have already attempted

to rat out the shooter in replies to their post.

My initial search strategy didn’t turn up the relevant 8chan post, which led me to believe this was a quickly created

hoax. But something didn’t sit right. The post shown in the screenshot on Twitter did, in fact, have a user ID and

post number. These details led me to think it was real, and not a simple fake. On 8chan, each post comes from a

unique user ID, which is algorithmically generated and displayed next to the post date. This system allows users to

have a static ID so they can identify themselves within a thread.

This user ID system, by the way, is how people know “Q” from the QAnon conspiracy theory is actually him. Users

can create de facto permanent usernames and passwords by entering a username in the ID �eld while making a

post, followed by a #, followed by a password.

This user ID is how I knew the same person who mistakenly posted the PDF with the name of the shooter on it

was the same user as the one who posted the actual manifesto two minutes later. Both posts shared the

randomly created same user ID: 58820b.

Next to a user ID is a post number, which is a somewhat permanent artifact that creates a unique URL for each

post. The screenshot of the El Paso manifesto shared on Twitter included a post ID of “No.13561062.” This creates

the url 8ch.net/pol/res/13561062.html. You can use this URL convention across both 4chan and 8chan.

But in this case, the post didn’t exist. I thought maybe it had been deleted. (I later learned that 8chan owner Jim

Watkins removed it once he was alerted to its content.)

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/1/17253444/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory-reddit
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/meet-the-online-porn-pioneer-who-created-a-news-site-for-int


With the post gone, my last best hope was that it had been archived by someone who recognized its importance.

Thankfully, a quick-thinking 8chan user saved the post on the archive site archive.is. Pasting the URL into the “I

want to search the archive for saved snapshots” box of archive.is revealed that the manifesto post was real, and

now I could view it.

But there was a new problem: When was it �rst posted on 8chan? I needed an accurate timestamp to con�rm

that the manifesto was posted before the El Paso shooter began his rampage.

Both 4chan and 8chan localize their timestamps, making it a complicated task to derive the real time from

archiving sites. Fortunately, there’s a foolproof way around this. Right-clicking the timestamp and clicking “inspect

element” will bring up the site’s source code, and it will highlight a section that starts with ‘<time

unixtime=‘[number].’”

Copy and paste that number into an Epoch/Unix timestamp converter, like unixtimestamp.com, and you’ll get a to-

the-second post timestamp in UTC time. Converting from UTC time to El Paso time revealed that the manifesto

was posted at 10:15 a.m. Central Time — minutes before the shooting began.

This work helped me con�rm that the manifesto posted on 8chan manifesto was, in fact, a legitimate piece of

evidence in a case of racist domestic terrorism.

Tracking actors across platforms

In 2017, Lane Davis, a former “Gamergate researcher” (read: professional internet stalker) for disgraced alt-right

�gure Milo Yiannopoulos, killed his father in his own home.

Davis had gotten into an argument with his parents, and a 911 call revealed he was spouting far-right internet

extremist jargon shortly before the attack. He referred to his parents as “leftist pedophiles” before his father called

the police to help him kick Davis out of their home, where his son still lived.

Davis was known as “Seattle4Truth” online, and in YouTube videos he frequently referred to �ctitious secret

pedophile rings he believed were the driving force behind liberalism. One video on YouTube under his name was

titled, “Progressive ideology’s deep ties to pedophilia.”

A reporter’s dream scenario in online extremism investigations is a perpetrator using a static username across

platforms, and that was the case with Davis. He identi�ed himself as Seattle4Truth on YouTube and on Reddit,

where his posts revealed an even more conspiracy-addled brain.

How was that discovered? By simply putting seattle4truth into the Reddit username URL convention:

reddit.com/u/[username]. Once there, you can sort by newest posts, most popular posts, and most “controversial,”

which ranks posts by how a combination of how many times they were upvoted and downvoted.

One way to quickly research a username is to use Namechk, which searches for a username across close to 100

internet services. As I detail below, that doesn’t mean the same person is running these accounts, but it’s an

ef�cient way to see where the username is being used so you can dig in and research. You can also Google any

username you’re interested in.

It’s also important to be aware of the kind of super-niche internet communities where your target could be active.

A 2017 school shooter in New Mexico, William Edward Atchison, was identi�ed by users on KiwiFarms, a site

primarily devoted to anti-trans bullying, as @satanicdruggie. Users said he was active on Encyclopedia Dramatica,

an anything-goes meme site that can sometimes host extremist rhetoric.

http://unixtimestamp.com/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/josephbernstein/lane-davis-ralph-retort-seattle4truth-alt-right
https://namechk.com/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-mexico-school-shooter-had-secret-life-on-pro-trump-white-supremacy-sites


Not only was Atchison active on Encyclopedia Dramatica, he was a SysOp there, which means he was an

administrator and power user. (We con�rmed with users on the site who developed real-life, Skype-centric

relationships with Atchison that the accounts were his. Atchison would voluntarily point users to other accounts of

his own, in case of a ban.) A Google search of his username using the string “site:encyclopediadramatica.rs +

[username]” revealed he went by Satanic Druggie, but also names like “Future School Shooter” and “Adam Lanza,”

the name of the Sandy Hook shooter.

His posting history across the web revealed an obsession with school shootings that even the police didn’t

discover in the wake of the shooting.

It’s again important to emphasize that the presence of a username across platforms does not guarantee the

accounts were created by one person. In one famous example, notorious far-right disinformation agents Ian Miles

Cheong, Mike Cernovich, InfoWars and GatewayPundit all claimed a man who killed two people and injured 10

others at a Jacksonville video game tournament was anti-Trump.

Their reason? The shooter, David Katz, used the username “Ravens2012Champs” in online video game

tournaments, and an anti-Trump user on Reddit had a similar username: “RavenChamps.”

The coverage was as breathless as it was incorrect. The InfoWars headline read “Jacksonville Madden Shooter

Criticized ‘Trumptards’ on Reddit,” and the story claimed he “hated Trump supporters.”

RavenChamps, it turns out, was an entirely different person, a Minnesota factory worker named Pavel.

“I’m alive you know?” he wrote on Reddit hours after the shooting. (The real shooter killed himself after committing

the massacre.)

You need a lot more than just a username, but it can be a key starting point to further your reporting as you

contact law enforcement, dig in public records and make phone calls.

Tracking campaigns in close to real time

Disinformation and media manipulation campaigns often spread across on Reddit and 4chan, and some are

traceable in real time.

For example, 4chan has been in the business of rigging online polls to boost preferred candidates for years. In

2016, 4chan posters repeatedly posted links to both national and hyperlocal news sites running polls in the wake

of debates featuring the userbase’s preferred candidate, Donald Trump.

Changing Google’s search parameters to �lter by posts in the “last hour,” then searching “site:4chan.org ‘polls’” will

give you a pretty good window into the polls 4chan users are trying to manipulate in real time.

This has continued well into the next election cycle. 4chan polls boosted Tulsi Gabbard, whom they referred to as

“Mommy,” in polls on The Drudge Report and NJ.com. Using that simple Google search, anyone could see poll

results shifted in real time after one channer told users to “GIVE HER YOUR POWER.”

It’s even easier to see active trolling operations on sites like Reddit’s r/The_Donald community because of Reddit’s

useful “rising” feature.

Using the convention “reddit.com/r/[subreddit-name]/rising” shows results that are gaining steam at an unusual

clip on a subreddit at any given hour.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-mexico-school-shooter-had-secret-life-on-pro-trump-white-supremacy-sites
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/far-right-media-misidentifies-jacksonville-shooter-trump-bashing-reddit-user-n904366


You can also look at the posts that are overperforming posts across all of reddit.com/r/all/rising. This indexes every

post across most Reddit communities. It does not search in quarantined subreddits, which are toxic communities

with a habit for deeply offensive content and targeting other communities with trolling campaigns. Quarantined

subreddits also don’t index on Google, but the “reddit.com/r/[subreddit-name]/rising” will work for them.

Quarantining works great for limiting the reach of trolling campaigns outside of centralized audiences, but it makes

it harder to track how bad actors are organizing in the moment.

Overall, it’s a good idea to keep tabs on the rising section of communities known for trolling campaigns, like

r/the_donald, during big political news events, tragedies and elections.

The reality is that sometimes the things these platforms do to thwart bad actors can also make it more dif�cult for

reporters to do important work. Tools can help, but so much of this is manual and requires approaches to

veri�cation that algorithms and computers can’t reproduce.

At the end of the day, a computer can’t replace this kind of work. It’s up to us.

https://www.reddit.com/r/all/rising/


11. Network analysis and attribution
Written by: Ben Nimmo

Ben Nimmo is director of investigations at Graphika and a nonresident senior fellow at the Atlantic Council’s Digital

Forensic Research Lab. He specializes in studying large-scale cross-platform information and in�uence operations.

He spends his leisure time underwater, where he cannot be reached by phone.

When dealing with any suspected information operation, one key question for a researcher is how large the

operation is and how far it spreads. This is separate from measuring an operation’s impact, which is also

important: It’s all about �nding the accounts and sites run by the operation itself.

For an investigator, the goal is to �nd as much of the operation as possible before reporting it, because once the

operation is reported, the operators can be expected to hide — potentially by deleting or abandoning other assets.

The �rst link in the chain

In any investigation, the �rst clue is the hardest one to �nd. Often, an investigation will begin with a tipoff from a

concerned user or (more rarely) a social media platform. The Digital Forensic Research Lab’s work to expose the

suspected Russian intelligence operation “Secondary Infektion” began with a tipoff from Facebook, which had

found 21 suspect accounts on its platform. The work culminated six months later when Graphika, Reuters and

Reddit exposed the same operation’s attempt to interfere in the British election. An investigation into

disinformation targeting U.S. veterans began with the discovery by a Vietnam Veterans of America employee that

its group was being impersonated by a Facebook page with twice as many followers as their real presence on the

platform.

There is no single rule for identifying the �rst link in the chain by your own resources. The most effective strategy is

to look for the incongruous. It could be a Twitter account apparently based in Tennessee but registered to a

Russian mobile phone number; it could be a Facebook page that claims to be based in Niger, but is managed from

Senegal and Portugal. It could be a YouTube account with a million views that posts vast quantities of pro-Chinese

content in 2019, but almost all its views came from episodes of British sitcoms that were uploaded in 2016.

It could be an anonymous website that focuses on American foreign policy, but is registered to the Finance

Department of the Far Eastern Military District of the Russian Federation. It could be an alleged interview with an

“MI6 agent” couched in stilted, almost Shakespearean English. It could even be a Twitter account that intersperses

invitations to a pornography site with incomplete quotations from Jane Austen’s “Sense and Sensibility.” 

The trick with all such signals is to take the time to think them through. Investigators and journalists are so often

pressured for time that it is easy to dismiss signals by thinking “that’s just weird,” and moving on. Often, if

something is weird, it is weird for a reason. Taking the time to say “That’s weird: Why is it like that?” can be the

�rst step in exposing a new operation.

Assets, behavior, content

Once the initial asset — such as an account or website — is identi�ed, the challenge is to work out where it leads.

Three questions are crucial here, modeled on Camille François’ Disinformation ABC:

What information about the initial asset is available?

How did the asset behave?

What content did it post?

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/Benimmo
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/report/operation-secondary-infektion/
https://graphika.com/reports/UK-trade-leaks/
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-election-foreign/leak-of-papers-before-uk-election-raises-spectre-of-foreign-influence-experts-idUKKBN1Y6206
https://www.reddit.com/r/redditsecurity/comments/e74nml/suspected_campaign_from_russia_on_reddit/
https://vva.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/VVA-Investigation.pdf
https://medium.com/dfrlab/inauthentic-israeli-facebook-assets-target-the-world-281ad7254264
https://graphika.com/reports/spamouflage/
http://nbenegroup.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20191210195400/https://www.buzzfeed.com/oliverrstonne/mi6-operative-on-anti-trump-campaign-2sdhe
https://medium.com/dfrlab/botspot-sex-and-sensibility-dc1d4a72a92e
https://science.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Francois%20Addendum%20to%20Testimony%20-%20ABC_Framework_2019_Sept_2019.pdf


The �rst step is to glean as much information as possible about the initial asset. If it is a website, when was it

registered, and by whom? Does it have any identi�able features, such as a Google Analytics code or an AdSense

number, a registration email address or phone number? These questions can be checked by reference to historical

WhoIs records, provided by services such as lookup.icann.com, domaintools.com, domainbigdata. com or the

unnervingly named spyonweb.com.

Web registration details for the website NBeneGroup.com, which claimed to be a “Youth Analysis Group,” showing

its registration to the Finance Department of the Far Eastern Military District of the Russian Federation, from

lookup.icann.org.

Website information can be used to search for more assets. Both domaintools.com and spyonweb.com allow users

to search by indicators such as IP address and Google Analytics code, potentially leading to associated websites

— although the savvier information operations now typically hide their registration behind commercial entities or

privacy services, making this more dif�cult.

An early piece of analysis by British researcher Lawrence Alexander identi�ed 19 websites run by the Russian

Internet Research Agency by following their Google Analytics numbers. In August 2018, security �rm FireEye

exposed a large-scale Iranian in�uence operation by using registration information, including emails, to connect

ostensibly unconnected websites.

https://globalvoices.org/2015/07/13/open-source-information-reveals-pro-kremlin-web-campaign/
https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2018/08/suspected-iranian-influence-operation.html


Network of related websites connected by their Google Analytics codes (eight-digit numbers pre�xed with the

letters UA), identi�ed by British researcher Lawrence Alexander

If the initial asset is a social media account, the guidance offered in the previous two chapters about bots and

inauthentic activity, and investigating social accounts, applies. When was it created? Does its screen name match

the name given in its handle? (If the handle is “@moniquegrieze” and the screen name is “Simmons Abigayle,” it’s

possible the account was hijacked or part of a mass account creation effort.)



Three Twitter accounts involved in a major bot operation in August 2017. Compare the screen names with the

handles, indicating that these were most probably accounts that had been hijacked, renamed and repurposed by

the bot herder.

Does it provide any veri�able biographical detail, or links to other assets on the same or other platforms? If it’s a

Facebook page or group, who manages it, and where are they located? Whom does it follow, and who follows it?

Facebook’s “Page transparency” and “group members” settings can often provide valuable clues, as can Twitter

pro�le features such as the date joined and the overall number of tweets and likes. (On Facebook and Instagram,

it’s not possible to see the date the account was created, but the date of its �rst pro�le picture upload provides a

reasonable proxy.)

Website and Facebook Page transparency for ostensible fact-checking site “C’est faux — Les fake news du Mali”

(It’s false — fake news from Mali), showing that it claimed to be run by a student group in Mali, but was actually

managed from Portugal and Senegal. Image from DFRLab.

https://medium.com/dfrlab/botspot-the-intimidators-135244bfe46b
https://medium.com/dfrlab/inauthentic-israeli-facebook-assets-target-the-world-281ad7254264


Once the details of the asset have been recorded, the next step is to characterize its behavior. The test question

here is, “What behavioral traits are most typical of this asset, and might be useful to identify other assets in the

same operation?”

This is a wide-ranging question, and can have many answers, some of which may emerge only in the later stages

of an investigation. It could include, for example, YouTube channels that have Western names and pro�le pictures,

but post Chinese-language political videos interspersed with large quantities of short TikTok videos. It could include

networks of Facebook or Twitter accounts that always share links to the same website, or the same collection of

websites. It could include accounts that use the same wording, or close variations on the same wording, in their

bios. It could include “journalist” personas that have no veri�able biographical details, or that give details which

can be identi�ed as false. It could include websites that plagiarize most of their content from other sites, and insert

only the occasional partisan, polemic or deceptive article. It could include many such factors: The challenge for the

researcher is to identify a combination of features that allows them to say, “This asset is part of this operation.”

Behavior patterns: An article originally posted to the website of Iran’s Ayatollah Khamenei, and then reproduced

without attribution by IUVMpress.com and britishleft.com, two websites in an Iranian propaganda network. Image

from DFRLab.

Sometimes, the lack of identifying features can itself be an identifying feature. This was the case with the

“Secondary Infektion” campaign run from Russia. It used hundreds of accounts on different blogging platforms, all

of which included minimal biographical detail, posted one article on the day they were created, and were then

abandoned, never to be used again. This behavior pattern was so consistent across so many accounts that it

became clear during the investigation that it was the operation’s signature. When anonymous accounts began

circulating leaked US-UK trade documents just before the British general election of December 2019, Graphika and

Reuters showed that they exactly matched that signature. Reddit con�rmed the analysis.

https://graphika.com/reports/spamouflage/
https://graphika.com/reports/operationffs-fake-face-swarm/
https://medium.com/dfrlab/botspot-sex-and-sensibility-dc1d4a72a92e
https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/01/05/ghosts-in-the-propaganda-machine/
https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/potemkin-pages-personas-blog
https://medium.com/dfrlab/trolltracker-an-iranian-messaging-laundromat-218c46509193
https://medium.com/dfrlab/top-takes-suspected-russian-intelligence-operation-39212367d2f0
https://graphika.com/reports/UK-trade-leaks/
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-election-foreign/leak-of-papers-before-uk-election-raises-spectre-of-foreign-influence-experts-idUKKBN1Y6206
https://www.reddit.com/r/redditsecurity/comments/e74nml/suspected_campaign_from_russia_on_reddit/


Reddit pro�le for an account called “McDownes,” attributed by Reddit to Russian operation “Secondary Infektion.”

The account was created on March 28, 2019, posted one article just over one minute after it was created, and

then fell silent. Image from Graphika, data from redective.com.

Content clues can also help to identify assets that are part of the same network. If a known asset shares a photo

or meme, it’s worth reverse-searching the image to see where else it has been used. The RevEye plug-in for web

browsers is a particularly useful tool, as it allows investigators to reverse search via Google, Yandex, TinEye, Baidu

and Bing. It’s always worth using multiple search engines, as they often provide different results.

If an asset shares a text, it’s worth searching where else that text appeared. Especially with longer texts, it’s

advisable to select a sentence or two from the third or fourth paragraphs, or lower, as deceptive operations have

been known to edit the headlines and ledes of articles they have copied, but are less likely to take the time to edit

the body of the text. Inserting the chosen section in quotation marks in a Google search will return exact matches.

The “tools” menu can also sort any results by date.

https://graphika.com/uploads/Graphika%20Report%20-%20UK%20Trade%20Leaks%20&%20Secondary%20Infektion.pdf
https://www.redective.com/


Results of a Google search for a phrase posted by a suspected Russian operation, showing the Google tools

functionality to date-limit the search.

Assets that post text with mistakes have particular value, as errors are, by their nature, more unusual than

correctly spelled words. For example, an article by a suspected Russian intelligence operation referred to Salisbury,

the British city where former Russian agent Sergei Skripal was poisoned, as “Solsbury.” This made for a much

more targeted Google search with far fewer results than a search for “Skripal” and “Salisbury.” It therefore

produced a far higher proportion of signi�cant �nds.

With content clues, it’s especially important to look to other indicators, such as behavior patterns, to con�rm

whether an asset belongs to an operation. There are many legitimate reasons for unwitting users to share content

from information operations. That means the sharing of content from an operation is a weak signal. For example,

many users have shared memes from the Russian Internet Research Agency because those memes had genuine

viral qualities. Simple content sharing is not enough on its own to mark out an operational asset.

Gathering the evidence

Information and in�uence operations are complex and fast moving. One of the more frustrating experiences for an

open-source researcher is seeing a collection of assets taken of�ine halfway through an investigation. A key rule of

analysis is therefore to record them when you �nd them, because you may not get a second chance.

Different researchers have different preferences for recording the assets they �nd, and the needs change from

operation to operation. Spreadsheets are useful for recording basic information about large numbers of assets;

shared cloud-based folders are useful for storing large numbers of screenshots. (If screenshots are required, it is

https://web.archive.org/web/20191223112329/https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2017/01/23/18795662.php


vital to give the �le an identi�able name immediately: few things are more annoying than trying to work out which

of 100 �les called “Screenshot” is the one you need.) Text documents are good for recording a mixture of

information, but rapidly become cluttered and unwieldy if the operation is large.

Whatever the format, some pieces of information should always be recorded. These include how the asset was

found (an essential point), its name and URL, the date it was created (if known), and the number of followers,

follows, likes and/or views. They also include a basic description of the asset (for example, “Arabic-language pro-

Saudi account with Emma Watson pro�le picture”), to remind you what it was after looking at 500 other assets. If

working in a team, it is worth recording which team member looked at which asset.

Links can be preserved by using an archive service such as the Wayback Machine or archive.is, but take care that

the archives do not expose genuine users who may have interacted unwittingly with suspect assets, and make

sure that the archive link preserves visuals, or take a screenshot as backup. Make sure that all assets are stored in

protected locations, such as password-protected �les or encrypted vaults. Keep track of who has access, and

review the access regularly.

Finally, it’s worth giving the asset a con�dence score. In�uence operations often �nd unwitting users to amplify

their content: indeed, that is often the point. How sure are you that the latest asset is part of this operation, and

why? The level of con�dence (high, moderate or low) should be marked as a separate entry, and the reasons

(discussed below) should be added to the notes.

Attribution and con�dence

The greatest challenge in identifying an information operation lies in attributing it to a speci�c actor. In many

cases, precise attribution will lie beyond the reach of open-source investigators. The best that can be achieved is a

degree of con�dence that an operation is probably run by a particular actor, or that various assets belong to a

speci�c operation, but establishing who is behind the operation is seldom possible with open sources.

Information such as web registrations, IP addresses and phone numbers can provide a �rm attribution, but they

are often masked to all but the social media platforms. That’s why contacting the relevant platforms is a vital part

of investigative work. As the platforms have scaled up their internal investigative teams, they've become more

willing to offer public attribution for information operations. The �rmest attribution in recent cases has come

directly from the platforms, such as Twitter’s exposure of Chinese state-backed information operations targeting

Hong Kong, and Facebook’s exposure of operations linked to the Saudi government.

Content clues can play a role. For example, an operation exposed on Instagram in October 2019 posted memes

that were almost identical with memes posted by the Russian Internet Research Agency, but stripped out the IRA’s

watermarks. The only way they could have made these memes was to source the original images that were the

basis for the IRA’s posts and then rebuild the memes on top of them. Ironically, this attempt to mask the origins of

the IRA posts suggested that the originators were, in fact, the IRA.

Similarly, a large network of apparently independent websites repeatedly posted articles that had been copied,

without attribution, from Iranian government sources. This pattern was so repetitive that it turned out to be the

websites’ main activity. As such, it was possible to attribute this operation to pro-Iranian actors, but it was not

possible to further attribute it to the Iranian government itself.

Ultimately, attribution is a question of self-restraint. The researcher has to imagine the question, “How can you

prove that this operation was run by the person you’re accusing?” If they cannot answer that question with

con�dence to themselves, they should steer clear of making the accusation. Identifying and exposing an

https://archive.org/web/
http://archive.is/
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2019/information_operations_directed_at_Hong_Kong.html
https://about.fb.com/news/2019/08/cib-uae-egypt-saudi-arabia/
https://graphika.com/reports/copypasta/
https://medium.com/dfrlab/trolltracker-an-iranian-messaging-laundromat-218c46509193


information operation is dif�cult and important work, and reaching to make an unsupported or inaccurate

attribution can undermine everything that came before it. 



11a. Case study: Attributing Endless May�y
Written by: Gabrielle Lim

Gabrielle Lim is a researcher at the Technology and Social Change Research Project at Harvard Kennedy School’s

Shorenstein Center and a fellow with Citizen Lab. She studies the implications of censorship and media

manipulation on security and human rights.

In April 2017, an inauthentic article spoo�ng British news outlet The Independent was posted to Reddit. This

article falsely quoted former U.K. Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg as saying that then-Prime Minister Theresa

May was “kissing up to Arab regimes.” Savvy Redditors were quick to call out the post as dubious and false. Not

only was it hosted on indepnedent.co as opposed to www.independent.co.uk, but the original poster was a

shallow persona who had also posted several other inauthentic articles on Reddit.

From that initial inauthentic article, domain and persona, researchers at Citizen Lab spent the next 22 months

tracking and investigating the network behind this multifaceted online information operation. Called Endless

May�y, the goal of the operation was to target journalists and activists with inauthentic websites by spoo�ng

established outlets's websites, and disseminating false and divisive information.

Broadly speaking, the network would spoof a reputable news outlet with an inauthentic article, amplify it through

a network of websites and fake Twitter personas, and then either delete or redirect the inauthentic article once

some online buzz was created. Below is an example of a spoofed article that masqueraded as Bloomberg.com by

typosquatting on bloomberq.com:

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/gabriellelim
https://perma.cc/Y44H-2Y96
https://perma.cc/B9FG-SR5W


This image shows two fake online personas af�liated with Endless May�y tweeting a link to a copycat version of

the Daily Sabah, a Turkish news outlet. Note that the persona on the right, “jolie prevoit,” is using a photo of actor

Elisha Cuthbert as its pro�le photo.



By the time we published our report in May 2019, our dataset included 135 inauthentic articles, 72 domains, 11

personas, one fake organization and a pro-Iran publishing network that ampli�ed the falsehoods found in the

inauthentic articles. In the end, we concluded with moderate con�dence that Endless May�y was an Iran-aligned

information operation.

Endless May�y illustrates how you can combine network and narrative analysis with external reporting to arrive

at attribution. It also highlights the dif�culty involved in attributing information operations to a speci�c actor, why

multiple indicators are required, and how to use a con�dence level to indicate your level of certitude for the

attribution.

Ultimately, attribution is a dif�cult task often constrained by imperfect information, unless you’re able to elicit a

confession or secure de�nitive proof. This is why attribution is often expressed as a probabilistic estimate in many

media manipulation cases.

Triangulating multiple data points and analyses

Due to the clandestine nature of information operations, the ability for actors to engage in “false �ag” campaigns,

and the ephemeral nature of evidence, attribution should be the result of a combination of analysis and evidence.

With Endless May�y, we concluded with moderate con�dence that it was an Iran-aligned operation because of

indicators derived from three types of analysis:

1. Narrative analysis

2. Network analysis

3. External reporting and analysis

1. Narrative analysis

Using content and discourse analysis on the 135 inauthentic articles collected in our investigation, we determined

that the narratives being propagated were aligned with Iran’s interests. Each article was coded into categories

that were determined after an initial reading of all the articles. Two rounds of coding were conducted: The �rst

round was executed independently by two researchers, and a second round was conducted together by the same

researchers to resolve any discrepancies. This table represents the results of our coding process.

https://citizenlab.ca/2019/05/burned-after-reading-endless-mayflys-ephemeral-disinformation-campaign/


After all the articles were coded, we were able to determine the most common narratives propagated by Endless

May�y. We compared these with our preliminary research on the region. This involved extensive research to

understand the region’s rivalries and alliances, geopolitical interests and threats, and history of information

controls. This was necessary for us to contextualize the evidence and situate the narratives in the broader political

context. With the results of the coding in hand, we determined that these narratives were most likely serving the

interests of Iran.

2. Network analysis

Network analysis was carried out to determine which domains or platforms were responsible for amplifying the

content. For Endless May�y, two networks were involved in disseminating the inauthentic articles and their

falsehoods: a network of pro-Iran websites, and a cluster of pro-Iran personas on Twitter. Both factored into

Endless May�y’s attribution because they consistently pushed stories that were in line with of�cial Iranian policies,

public statements and positions with regards to Saudi Arabia, Israel and the United States.

The publishing network — The publishing network consisted of a number of seemingly pro-Iran websites

portraying themselves as independent news outlets. In total, we found 353 webpages across 132 domains that

referenced or linked back to Endless May�y’s inauthentic articles. This process involved a Google search of all the

inauthentic articles’ URLs and their headlines. In addition, we scanned the links tweeted by the personas in our

network, identifying webpages that contained references or links to the articles.



Following this process, we identi�ed the top 10 domains that most frequently referenced the inauthentic articles.

Of these 10 domains, eight shared the same IP address or registration details, indicating they may be controlled

by the same actor. The content of these sites was also skewed toward promoting Iranian interests. For example,

IUVM Press, which linked to or referenced Endless May�y’s inauthentic articles 57 times, hosted a PDF document

titled “Statute” that explicitly stated they are against “the activities and projects of global arrogance states, the

imperialism and Zionism,” and that “The headquarters of the Union is located in the Tehran — capital of Islamic

Republic of Iran.”

The persona network — Similar to the inauthentic articles and the publishing network, the personas af�liated with

Endless May�y on Twitter were decidedly critical of Saudi Arabia, Israel and Western nations in general. An

analysis of their Twitter activity found these accounts pushed a combination of credible and inauthentic articles

that were highly critical of Iran’s political rivals. Take, for example, the Twitter account for the “Peace, Security,

Justice Community,” a fake organization identi�ed by our investigation, shown below. Not only did it propagate

content that was against Saudi Arabia, Israel and the U.S., the pro�le photo and header image also targeted Saudi

Arabia. Note the cross hairs over Saudi Arabia in the pro�le photo, and the map used in the header image. The

account’s bio also explicitly calls out Saudi Arabia and Wahhabi ideology as the cause of extremism.

Similarly, this tweet from another Endless May�y persona, “Mona A. Rahman,” mentions journalist and Saudi critic

Ali al-Ahmed while criticizing Saudi Arabia’s crown prince, Mohammad bin Salman.

https://iuvm.org/files/asas_EN.pdf


3. External reporting and analysis

We also compared our �ndings and data with external reporting. Following a tip from FireEye in August 2018, for

example, Facebook deactivated some accounts and pages linked to the publishing network used by Endless

May�y. In its analysis, FireEye identi�ed several domains that were part of the publishing network we had

identi�ed, like institutomanquehue.org and RPFront.com. Like us, they also concluded with moderate con�dence

that the “suspected in�uence operation” appears to originate from Iran. Facebook, in its announcement, similarly

noted the operations most likely originated from Iran.

In addition, Twitter released a dataset of Iran-linked accounts that had been suspended for “coordinated

manipulation.” Although accounts with fewer than 5,000 followers at the time of suspension were anonymized, we

were able to identify one Endless May�y persona (@Shammari_Tariq) in Twitter’s dataset.

The assessments by Twitter, Facebook and FireEye were useful in corroborating our hypothesis because they

surfaced evidence that was not part of our data collection efforts, and overlapped with Endless May�y assets we

identi�ed. For example, FireEye’s analysis identi�ed phone numbers and registration information connected to

Twitter accounts and domains associated with Endless May�y — evidence that was not part of our dataset.

Likewise, Facebook and Twitter presumably had account registration information, such as IP addresses, that we

don’t have access to. The additional data points identi�ed by these external reports therefore helped expand the

body of evidence.

Arriving at moderate con�dence

In Endless May�y’s case, the evidence we collected — the pro-Iran narratives, personas and publishing network —

pointed to Iran as a plausible source of the information operation. This body of evidence was then compared to

credible external reporting and research from FireEye, Facebook and Twitter, which corroborated our �ndings.

Each individual piece of evidence, while insuf�cient on its own for attribution, helped con�rm and strengthen our

hypothesis when assessed holistically, and when compared to the totality of the evidence our investigation

surfaced.

Despite the multiple indicators pointing to Iran, we still did not have de�nitive evidence. As such, we used a

framework of cyber-attribution that’s common within the intelligence community. It makes use of multiple

indicators and probabilistic con�dence (low, moderate, high), allowing researchers to convey their �ndings while

qualifying their level of uncertainty.

https://perma.cc/7RMM-VNCX
https://perma.cc/AKC3-TCJK
https://twitter.com/TwitterSafety/status/1032055161978585088
https://transparency.twitter.com/en/information-operations.html
https://www.dni.gov/files/CTIIC/documents/ODNI_A_Guide_to_Cyber_Attribution.pdf


Ultimately, we concluded that Endless May�y is an Iran-aligned operation with moderate con�dence, which the

U.S. Of�ce of the Director of National Intelligence de�nes as meaning “the information is credibly sourced and

plausible but not of suf�cient quality or corroborated suf�ciently to warrant a higher level of con�dence.” We did

not opt for a higher level of con�dence because we felt that there was insuf�cient evidence to completely rule out a

false �ag operation — meaning someone trying to make it look like Iran was behind this operation — or a third

party sympathetic with Iranian interests.

Attributing information operations like Endless May�y will almost always rely on incomplete and imperfect

information. Attaching con�dence levels to �ndings is therefore an important component of attribution — as it

operates with an abundance of caution. Incorrect attribution or an in�ated con�dence level can have dire

consequences, especially if government policies and retaliatory measures result from the faulty assessment. To

avoid hasty and poor attribution practices, it’s important to consider multiple indicators, types of evidence and

analyses, and to make use of a con�dence level that considers alternative hypotheses and missing data.

https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/Newsroom/Reports%20and%20Pubs/20071203_release.pdf


11b. Case Study: Investigating an Information
Operation in West Papua
Written by: Elise Thomas , Benjamin Strick

Benjamin Strick is an open-source investigator for the BBC, a Bellingcat contributor and an instructor in open-

source techniques, geospatial intelligence and network analysis. He has a background in law and the military, and

focuses on using OSINT/GEOINT, geolocation and intelligence methods for good, through human rights, con�ict and

privacy.

Elise Thomas is a freelance journalist and a researcher working with the International Cyber Policy Centre at the

Australian Strategic Policy Institute. Her writing has appeared in Wired, Foreign Policy, The Daily Beast, The

Guardian and others. She also previously worked as an editorial assistant for the U.N. Of�ce for the Coordination

of Humanitarian Affairs, and as a podcast writer and researcher.

In August 2019, separatist tensions �ared up yet again in West Papua, a province that became part of Indonesia

in a controversial decision in the 1960s. Since then, the region has suffered from widespread allegations of human

rights abuses committed by Indonesian authorities to quash dissent.

Access to the region is heavily restricted, and foreign journalists have been banned from reporting in the province.

All of this makes social media a crucial resource for monitoring and reporting on West Papua.

While trying to geolocate some of the footage that was coming out of the violence in FakFak, one of us identi�ed

two hashtags spreading on Twitter, #WestPapua and #FreeWestPapua.

Searches under those hashtags revealed a wave of fake accounts autoposting the same videos and same text

using these same hashtags. The accounts also retweeted and liked one another’s content, helping further amplify

it and increase engagement on the hashtags.

The process for analyzing these automated accounts was detailed in Chapter 3. Building on that work, we

expanded our investigation by working to identify the people or groups behind the operations. In the process, we

uncovered a similar, smaller and apparently unrelated campaign, and were also able to identify the individual

responsible. Operators of both campaigns eventually admitted their involvement after being approached by the

BBC.

The size of the �rst campaign and the fact that it was operating across multiple platforms gave us a range of

opportunities to �nd clues we could use to pivot on to �nd more information about the campaign’s operators.

The �rst useful piece of information was the websites being shared by the network of Twitter and Facebook

accounts. Whois searches revealed that four of the domains were registered using a fake name and a dummy

email address, but with a real phone number. We entered the number into WhatsApp to see if it was connected to

an account. It was, and that account also had a pro�le photo. Using Yandex reverse image search on that pro�le

photo, we were able to connect the pro�le photo to Facebook, LinkedIn and Freelancer.com accounts. Through that

associated LinkedIn account, we were able to �nd the person’s current workplace, and see their colleagues.

https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/thomas12
https://staging.datajournalism.com/contributors/bendobrown


The individual was an employee of a Jakarta-based company called InsightID, whose website said it offered

“integrated PR and digital marketing program[s].”

We also gathered additional data points that InsightID was responsible for the information operation. On its

website, InsightID referred to its work on the “Papua Program Development Initiative,” which “examines Papua

rapid socio-economic development and explores its challenges.” Former InsightID employees and interns

described producing video content, writing copy and translating content as part of their work on the Papua

Development Project. 

One former employee stated on their LinkedIn pro�le that their work could be seen on “West Papuan (Instagram,

Facebook, Website).” West Papuan was one of �ve news websites involved in the campaign. Another InsightID

employee created a YouTube account in their own name to host a video as part of the campaign. This video was

then embedded on westpapuan.org.

Further domain record searches revealed that InsightID’s co-founder used his company email address to register

14 domains on the same day, most of which clearly related directly to West Papua. These included

westpapuafreedom.com, westpapuagenocide.com and westpapuafact.com. Each additional piece of information

added to the evidence that InsightID was responsible for the operation.

At that point, BBC journalists attempted to contact InsightID for comment. Although the company didn’t respond,

InsightID ultimately acknowledged its responsibility, saying in a social media post that “our content defends

Indonesia against the hoax narrative of the Free Papua separatist groups.”

We were not able to identify the client who hired InsightID to conduct the information campaign.

While uncovering this larger operation, we also investigated a smaller network of three websites that

masqueraded as independent news sources and had associated social media pro�les. Although apparently not

connected to the �rst campaign, these sites targeted international perceptions of the situation in West Papua,

focusing on audiences in New Zealand and Australia.

The key to identifying the individual responsible was that the Facebook page for one brand, the Wawawa Journal,

was originally called Tell the Truth NZ. We were able to see this by looking at the page’s naming history. This

allowed us to link it back to the domain tellthetruthnz.com, which was registered to Muhamad Rosyid Jazuli.

https://web.archive.org/web/20190928082829/https:/insightid.org/


When approached by BBC journalists, Jazuli admitted to being the operator of the campaign. He works with the

Jenggala Center, an organization created by Indonesia’s vice president, Jusuf Kalla. It was created in 2014 to

promote his reelection and support President Jokowi’s administration.

What this investigation demonstrates is that identifying information campaigns and attributing them to the

individuals and groups responsible does not necessarily require complicated techniques or tools — but it does

require both patience and a certain amount of luck. This investigation relied on open-source resources such as

Whois records, reverse image search, social media pro�les and analysis of website source codes. The fact that the

campaign was in operation across multiple platforms, in combination with the social media and LinkedIn pro�les of

InsightID’s employees, was crucial in allowing us to piece together many small clues to build the bigger picture.

If there is a key lesson to take away from this example, it is to think about how you can use details or clues from

one platform to pivot to another.
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